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REV. JOHN V. OWENS, S.J
DEDICATION
With sincere admiration and deep respect, the Graduating
Class of 1967 takes pride in dedicating this issue of "Al-Iraqi"
to Fr. John V. Owens, s.j. Throughout our years at Baghdad
College we have been proud to know him as a father and
friend. As a man of God, he has taught us by example and
word the true meaning of life. As a devoted and patient coun-
selor he has been an invaluable source of encouragement and
enlightenment for us. Surely we are better for having known
him, and now we are happy to offer him this small expression
of our gratitude.
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ABBAS AL-SHALJI ^< o-y
The subjects which I found most interesting were Physics and English. As for
my leisure time, I spent most of it reading and discussing literary and scientific
magazines and books. Handball, chess, photography, motion pictures and music
occupied the rest of my time, although I rarely missed a chance to watch an excit-
ing ball game.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, English Academy, Intramural Sports.
AHMAD SHIKARA 3jl£i J\jJ | ^ _u^i
My favorite activities at school were debating, playing handball and ping-pong
and taking part in scientific projects. At home I occupied myself with social acti-
vities, books, radio and television. I was interested chiefly in Solid Geometry,
Chemistry and Biology, and I have my sights set on a career in the scientific or
medical field.
ALA HUSAIN u-* «-Mp
The thing which I admired most about Baghdad College was its campus. My
favorite sports were baseball and football. For relaxation I enjoy swimming and
listening to soft music. My interest in sciences may lead me to a future in medicine.
Debating Society, Baseball, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
aass ol mi
ALA SHARIF '—Hj~" 3?y *^
During my five years at Baghdad College I made many friends among the fathers
and students. The school won my interest in many ways. I was mainly interested
in Physics, while my liking for Botany coincides with my intended medical career.
I participated in tennis, baseball and football and enjoyed the Debating Society.
Debating Society, Football.
ALEX SALIBIAN jLJU» ^y. uJj\
Tending to be quiet and reserved, I am fond of reading scientific books. In my
spare time I like to listen to popular music. Swimming and hunting are my favorite
sports. Chemistry and Biology appeal to me, so I hope medicine will be my career.
Bus Prefect.
ALEXANDER BOJKOV i—SiSs-iy j_L™SJ!
My years in Baghdad College were happy years. I played basketball with my
friends and studied intensely when necessary. Off campus I liked to read and
listen to various kinds of music. My favorite subjects were Physics, Chemistry
and Mathematics, which will help me in my future studies of engineering.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
ALI ABDULLAH if <il x* J*
At Baghdad College I was an enthusiastic member of the English Academy, Debat-
ing Society and Scientific Academy. As for sports, I favored football and handball.
Motion pictures, books, music and stamps occupied my leisure time. My ardent
interest in English and Biology will aid me in my future studies of medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, English Academy, Intramural Sports.
ALI GHALIB aUJ-l JU Jp
These five years in Baghdad College have been pure pleasure, invaluable profit
and a significant experience. I was completely absorbed in the classroom and labo-
ratory work of Biology and Physics. Outside of school my leisure time was divided
between playing football and reading scientific books.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, English Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Elo-
cution Contest, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
ALI MAHMUD lS^s- J I ^ Jp
Biology, Arabic and Geometry are the subjects which appeal to me. My favorite
sports are swimming and handball, while reading poetry and playing chess give
me keen enjoyment. My interest in my studies promises me success in the medical
field.
Scientific Academy, English Academy, Intramural Sports.
ALI NAJI •-V11 ^ >
I spent many happy hours in the Biology laboratory this year. Boxing and baseball
are my favorite sports, while, at home, I like to relax with good books. Arabic and
;vere my favorite lessons. I hope to make a future in medicine or in the
:hemistry.
Intramural Sports.
AMIR JIHAD Jlp- y\t-
A calm person, I was a serious and determined student. Handball is my favorite
sport, and, off campus, I relax by reading or swimming. Mathematics and Physics
kept me busy at home as well as at school. My ability in these subjects assures me
of success in engineering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society.
AQIL HAJ-TALIB vJU, J^ip
During my years at B.C. I made many friends. I enjoyed playing volleyball and
watching baseball. I used to relax from duties and the pressure of study by watching
TV, or reading History, Arabic poetry or newspapers. My favorite subjects were
Mathematics and Physics, and I hope for a career in engineering or medicine.
Intramural Sports.
ARA OVANESSOF k_5»—.u'j1,1 111,
I occasionally enjoyed a game of handball or baseball. Outside school, I liked
swimming, listening to soft music or collecting stamps. My favorite subjects were
Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics. I hope to be a civil engineer.
Sodality, Scientific Academy, " Al-lraqi'
Sports.
Staff, Debating Society, Intramural
AZAM AHMAD ^t)jXA _u^| .\y.
During the five years I spent at Baghdad College, baseball and ping-pong were
the sports I enjoyed most. Outside of class, reading scientific books, watching
scientific programs on TV and reading stories were my favorite hobbies. Being
interested in Physics and Mathematics, I have chosen a career in electrical engi-
neering.
Intramural Sports.
AZIM AL-SANAWI l£j—M JW -V1 fj*
During my school years at Baghdad College I found myself interested in Biology
and Mathematics. I enjoyed playing football on the lovely fields of the college.
In my leisure time I found pleasure in listening to music and going on picnics with
my friends. I hope to be a doctor.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
BASHAR YUSUF jjlail JLp jUj -Uj£
Since I like to be sociable, I won many friends at Baghdad College. I spent part
of my free hours in the library reading scientific books or magazines. I also enjoyed
chess, and, as for sports, swimming was my favorite. The subjects I found most
interesting were Biology and Physics, which lead me towards a career in engineer-
ing or medicine.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
CLEMENT JOHNSTON Cf—>yr J>j\ Oys"
I always found pleasure in the company of my classmates. I was often to be seen
enjoying a game of handball or American football. I like to listen to music and
read stories for my free time relaxation. My interest in Physics draws me to a future
in electrical engineering.
Scientific Academy, " Al-Iraqi" Staff, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
DHIA AL-HARIRI ^JA «U
It has always been my desire to make as many friends as possible during my rive
years at Baghdad College. I enjoyed all sports, especially football and baseball,
.nterested in Biology and Chemistry. For this reason I hope to obtain a
legree in the future.
Football, Track, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
DHIA NAMAN jl^l 0^' .L^
During my five memorable years at Baghdad College, I was provided with a high-
caliber intellectual training. I enjoyed various sports and acquired many faithful
friends. Biology and Chemistry fascinated me; football and baseball excited me.
Swimming and reading were my favorite leisure activities. I look forward to a
career in medicine.
Scientific Academy, Sacred Heart League, Debating Society, Track, Intramural
Sports.
EMIL AZZO
During my years at B.C. I made many friends. With them I played and enjoyed
all sports, especially basketball, my favorite. In my leisure time I relax with soft
music or reading. I was most interested in Chemistry and Biology which will play
a major part in my future career in medicine.
Sacred Heart League, Intramural Sports.
FAISAL A-QADIR jU)l j^.1 jM\ xs- J^_>
In my opinion the most interesting of our studies were Physics Laboratory, Biology
and Plane Geometry. I enjoyed baseball and football and was a member of class
teams. My wish for the future is to be an engineer. My chief wish is to please my
parents, my teachers and my country.
Football, Intramural Sports.
FARIS FARAJ ff)\^ £> WJ
li
I was an enthusiastic member of the Sacred Heart League. I enjoyed playing foot-
ball and watching baseball games. Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics were
my favorite subjects. During leisure hours I liked to listen to music or read. My
ambition is to be an engineer.
Sacred Heart League, Library Staff, Intramural Sports.
FARIS ISMAIL JjpLH WJ li
I enjoyed scientific subjects, but I found my greatest interest in the Biology labo-
ratory. My favorite pastime outside of school was reading novels. I enjoyed all
intramural sports but preferred basketball. I have not yet decided on a field for the
future, but I tend towards engineering.
Debating Society.
FARIS SHAMMAS u"^ &J-> WJ^
During my years at Baghdad College I have taken part in and enjoyed many acti-
vities. At home, listening to music has become one of my hobbies. My favorite
subjects were English and Mathematics, which, I hope, will aid me in my still
undecided future studies.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy,
English Academy.
Debating Society, Library Staff,
FIRAS HAQQI f.^ LS^ Wb>
My years at Baghdad College have been a pleasant experience because of the many
friends I have gained and the fine education I have received. I was chiefly interested
in sciences and Mathematics, and I was dedicated to tennis and listening to music.
I will study to become a doctor.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
FRAIDUN A-KARIM slitl f_j£!l ±s- J>-*iy
During my school years I found pleasure in the laboratories, the library and sport-
ing events. I enjoyed playing baseball and football, while my favorite subjects
were Physics and Mathematics. I hope to find success in the field of electrical
engineering.
FRANCIS SHLAIMUN jjljNl U^y_ JUL- ^~>}
I gained many friends at B.C. and developed an interest in Botany and Zoology.
My favorite pastime outside of school was reading books connected with these
subjects. I enjoyed handball, volleyball, baseball and swimming. My interest in
the study of animal diseases has led me to decide on a medical career.
FUAD A-HADI }\ ^pUI xs. alji
At B.C. I was mainly interested in my study of Physics and Chemistry. I enjoyed
sports, especially tennis. Outside of school I spent my leisure time in reading and
listening to music. I hope that I will become a successful doctor.
Intramural Sports.
GEORGE AYOUB ^y: £>sr
I spent all my time at Baghdad College in the company of my friends and class-
mates. I enjoyed baseball more than other sports and was a member of my class
team. My favorite subjects were Religion and Biology, and my interest in Biology
leads me towards the medical field.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
GHAZWAN SABRI ,_ja-J-l J_^> Oljje-
Being athletic I played various sports, but football was ray favorite. I devoted my
leisure time to hunting and reading stories. My strong interest in Mathematics
and Biology indicates a future career in the scientific field.
Football, Track, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
HARITH BALAL J^Aj -L^J-l _lp J-tjU-
I enjoyed the work in the Physics and Biology laboratories very much, but I liked
English and Physics more than my other studies. My favorite sports were baseball
and football. Much of my leisure time was spent in the school library. My target
in life is to be a doctor so that I will be able to cure the sick.
Debating Society, Track, Intramural Sports.
HARITH KHAIRI Syi£. tSj&- »—'jU-
In school I spent my time studying. During my free time I liked playing for the
football and volleyball teams. I listened to classical music in my leisure hours.
I found Physics the most interesting of my studies. I hope to be an engineer in the
field of electronics.
Football, Basketball , Track.
HATEM MUKHLIS u*te- ~,U- ^V
I was interested in various sports during my time at the college. I developed an
interest in Biology and Chemistry. My favorite activities when off campus were
swimming, horseback riding and driving. My interest in sciences opens a wide
gateway to the study of medicine in the future.
Debating Society.
HUSAIN AL-RIKABI j^)\ jX^ Jp Ow-
Entering B.C. as late as fourth year did not prevent me from benefitting as much
as I could from the education offered there. I enjoyed the company of my classmates
and formed lasting friendships among them. Although not much of an athlete,
I enjoyed playing tennis at school and swimming during the Summer. I hope for
a career in geology.
Debating Society.
IMAD JAMIL Jo J_^ >\J-
Outside of class and when I find myself with leisure time, I enjoy reading and
watching games. Football and basketball were my favorite sports at home. I was
interested in Mathematics and Biology. My plans for the future are uncertain,
but I hope to be a doctor.
IMAD KAMIL ^Uy y£ >\J-
For relaxation I enjoyed hunting, while my favorite sport was basketball. In school
I preferred Physics and Chemistry. I hope for a future career in electrical engi-
neering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
ISAM IBRAHIM ^^ j f*W f 1-^
I enjoyed my years at B.C. and made many friends. In the scholastic field, I enjoyed
Biology and the Physics laboratory. Out of school I devoted my time to a variety
of things. I was interested in Arabic and English literature as well as art, drawing
and music.
Scientific Academy, Library Staff, Debating Society, English Academy.
ISAM JASSAM o/> lill »U rU
I was a serious and ambitious student and enjoyed a fast game of handball as well
as baseball. My main interests in the classroom were sciences and Mathematics.
For relaxation I enjoyed music and general reading. My scientific studies have
given me a desire to be a doctor.
ISMAIL KANNA ^T r£l\X* J^Lb-I
At school I found my main interest in Chemistry and Physics. In addition to that
I enjoyed very much working in the Physics Laboratory. My favorite sports are
tennis, swimming and football. I am preparing myself for a future career in archi-
tecture.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
JABIR ADAMO r si _»jjUj jjl
I joined very many of the school activities. Baseball and track were my favorite
sports, while, for a hobby, I enjoy trying to plan inventions. I was so fascinated
by Physics and Mathematics that I hope to set my feet on the road to an electrical
engineering degree.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Elocution Contest, Debating Society,
English Academy, Intramural Sports.
JACK JOSEPH qst Uujj>- ilU-
My sporting hours were taken up by baseball and sometimes volleyball. Off campus
I enjoyed listening to classical music for relaxation. In class I favored Mathematics
and Physics which may steer me to a future career in engineering.
Scientific Academy, Sacred Heart League.
JAFFAR JAFFAR yu^- jl^T J^T
Though this great school filled me with awe at first, I soon learned that it was a
friendly place whose academic facilities would equip me properly for a career later,
I became a part of it. I found Biology rewarding, and I enjoyed playing tennis
and baseball. I look forward to a medical career and specialization in heart surgery.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Debating Society.
JALAL FAIQ JJl» J^
I greatly enjoyed the happy and cooperative spirit of B.C. During my time there
tennis was my best sport, and I quite enjoyed watching football games and playing
volleyball. Among my studies, Mathematics attracted me most, and I was interested
in Physics and Chemistry very much. My ability in these fields will help me, though
my future is undecided.
Sacred Heart League, Debating Society, English Academy, Intramural Sports.
JAMAL NASIR Oj«C ,+ U JU*-
I won sincere friends at Baghdad College and was enthusiastic about all sports,
especially football. Off campus I liked to listen to music or watch football games.
At school, I spent many pleasant hours in the Physics Lab. My interest in Physics
and Mathematics leads me to pursue my studies in the field of engineering.
Sacred Heart League, Baseball, Intramural Sports.
JAMSHID ARMAGHANI
I was very interested in working in the laboratories, especially in Physics and
Biology. Watching various sports is one of my pastimes, and I am very much inter-
ested in playing football and baseball. Outside school I liked swimming or relaxing
in front of the TV. I hope to be an engineer, if luck is on my side.
Scientific Academy, Football, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
KAMAL TESSY lS-^ JlT
I liked, more than anything else, the different kinds of sports at the college, such
as baseball and basketball. My favorite subjects were Physics and Biology, and,
for relaxation, I liked to go to the cinema or listen to popular music. I hope to be
an engineer in the future.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
KHALID ABDULAHAD iS-¥ Jj-NI Juc- jJU-
Being very energetic, I was a participant in many sports and an active member
of the basketball team. However, sports were not my only interest. Physics and
Mathematics were my favorite subjects and reading my favorite pastime. I look
forward to a career in architecture.
Basketball , Intramural Sports.
KHALID JURGIS ylall oJU
I had a keen interest in football which I enjoyed very much. I developed an interest
in Physics and Chemistry. In my free time I found relaxation in writing poetry




I was happy during my school years and never worried about things. I enjoyed
swimming and playing ping-pong, as well as collecting stamps and reading. In
school I was interested in Biology, Chemistry and laboratory work. I hope to have
a career in the field of medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
KHUDHAIR HADDAD J^~ u' 1 _^a>
In school I was interested in Physics and Chemistry. I enjoyed playing football,
ill and 'handball. When relaxing or during holidays I found pleasure in read-
cientific books. I am looking forward to a future in the Medical College College.
Football, Intramural Sports.
LAITH AL-QASSAB jUaill tB
My life at B.C. was very interesting, and I made many friends among the fathers
and students. Mathematics and Physics were my best subjects, and baseball and
football were my sports. In my leisure time I liked playing chess and watching
T.V. I hope to be an engineer in the future.
Debating Society, Football, Intramural Sports.
LUAY AL-HAFIDH iiiU-l gpUl xs. g;jj
I found my main interest at B.C. in my studies of Physics and Biology. Football
was my favorite sport, and I also enjoyed tennis. At home, I found pleasure in
reading and relaxed by listening to classical music. I hope to obtain an engineering
degree.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
LUAY TAPPOUNI J^j JJliw. ^J)
Since getting to know oneself is such a difficult job, I can only say that, at present,
my interests are in scientific subjects, which might lead me to engineering. I enjoy
watching many sports and participating in swimming. Music and general reading
are two of my other interests.
Sacred Heart League.
LUAY ZABOUNI ^ ^ ^
Of all the years I spent at B.C., I enjoyed the last two the most. I was chiefly inter-
ested in Biology and Physics. At times I could be found playing on the tennis courts.
Because of my interest in Biology, I hope to find success in the field of medicine.
Sacred Heart League, Intramural Sports.
MAAN AL-GAILANI j^Si\ f_/i\ x* y*
My time in Baghdad College was a period of enthusiasm, hard work and action.
I spent a great deal of time playing basketball and baseball without neglecting my
studies. I have enjoyed all of my years at the college and will always remember
them with pleasure. I have always hoped for a career in medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, "Al-Iraqi"
Bus Prefect.
Stuff, Intramural Sports,
MAAN AL-KHUDHAIRI iSj?*^ u^r^ u~"
My liking for people helped me to gain a wide circle of friends during my years
at Baghdad College. I enjoyed listening to classical music and liked to play tennis
and football. My interest in sciences draws me towards a career in electrical engi-
neering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, "Al-Iraqi" Staff.
MAKRAM KALIAN jUi jJI *JJ
I won many friends at Baghdad College and was a faithful member of the Sacred
Heart League. In my leisure time I liked to hunt or listen to music. I enjoyed play-
ing baseball, handball, basketball and tennis. In school I was interested in Mathe-
matics and Biology, and I have my sights set on a future as a surgeon.




school I gained many friends. Outside of school I often enjoyed listening to
vimming and hunting. In the classroom my favorite subjects were Math-
Physics. My plans for the future include a degree in engineering.
Intramural Sports.
MALIK AL-HASANI ^-J-l r l* ^U
I was able to win many friends during my years at B.C. I liked sports and enjoyed
watching games. I played volleyball and football. At home I usually spent my
leisure in reading the history of the Second World War. My favorite subjects were
Mathematics and Physics, and I hope to make a career in medicine or engineering.
Intramural Sports.
MANAF SALIH ijb ^U J»U,
I was, by nature, a calm student. My favorite sports were handball and cycling.
Reading and listening to soft m.isic helped me to relax in my free time. I enjoyed
Biology. My interest in this subject indicates a career in the field of medicine.
Intramural Sports.
MASUD ASO V y c-" J a*" •
During my school years I was a faithful member of the Sacred Heart League. My
favorite sports were handball and volleyball. I had an interest in Mathematics,
Chemistry and Physics laboratory. I hope to become a doctor in the future.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
MAZIN ISMAIL J^Ur-l jU-l XJ- j>
My five years at Baghdad College were a remarkable experience which enabled
me to make many friends among the Fathers and students. I participated in base-
ball, basketball and tennis, while, in the academic field, my interest in Biology
coincided with my intended career in medicine. I also enjoyed Mathematics and
the other sciences.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqt" Staff, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
MUAYYAD MAHMUD JU >y>£- -b>
At school I was able to win many friends and enjoyed playing baseball and football.
For relaxation I found pleasure in reading and listening to soft music. I found
Botany and Physics appealing and interesting. This interest will aid me in fulfilling
my ambition to be a doctor.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Football, Track, Intramural Sports.
MUHAMMAD AL-ANI JWI **-J\Jue JUsJ
I was interested in Biology and Physics and found laboratory periods very enjoyable.
My favorite sports were handball and football. Recording and listening to soft
music filled my leisure time outside of school. I have not yet decided on my future
career.
MUHAMMAD BAJALAN o"A=-L. x*£-
I was a sociable student and liked all sports, although baseball and swimming were
my favorites. I spent my leisure time reading'and listening to music. My interest
in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry leads me to a career in engineering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Football, Intramural Sports.
MUHAMMAD ISA OjljP ^JlP -U£
I enjoyed going to the library in my leisure time at school and liked to watch games
both in school and outside. I also found pleasure in listening to music. My interest
oology and Botany have influenced me to seek a career in medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Track, Intramural Sports.
MUHAMMAD MAKIYYA A-Ss^ « jIa Jl JLC- jdl JLP -U_£
My favorite subjects were Physics and Mathematics, and I devoted much time
to reading scientific books. All sports appealed to me, especially football and base-
ball. I spent my leisure time on photography, reading and music. My interest in
Chemistry and Zoology will aid me in the field of surgery, a career on which I set
my sights long ago.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Football, Intramural Sports.
MUHANNAD QATTAN jlki)! JljJI IP -i^f
In my years at the college I made many friends. I was often to be seen on the bas-
ketball courts. I also enjoyed various other sports and games in my leisure time.
My main interest was in Mathematics and Physics. Because of this my hope for
the future is to enter the field of engineering.
Football, Track, Intramural Sports.
MUHANNAD ZAKARIA W3 X^j x+*
My enjoyment of the company of others won me many friends at Baghdad College.
Off campus I enjoyed swimming, while my favorite sports were basketball and
baseball. My interest in sciences has influenced me to choose a career in medicine.
Basketball, Track, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
MUNIR AL-HASANI ^ \r"J jy' Sr"
I enjoyed my five years at Baghdad College and the many friends I made there.
I liked to relax by swimming, playing tennis, listening to classical music and work-
ing on photography. Because of my interest in Physics and Mathematics I hope
to find success in the study of civil engineering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
MUNTHAR AZIZ '-"-ji jdj* jj
I am a calm and quiet person whose main interest is in study. On the other hand,
I enjoy sports at school and outside. Football is my favorite sport, but I also spend
many hours swimming. I wish to pursue my favorite activity, working in the
Chemistry laboratory, as a chemical engineer.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
MUSA BAHIYA *y. U•y
My main classroom interests were Mathematics and Biology. I was very fond of
sports, especially baseball and basketball. At home I enjoy reading scientific books
and magazines. My hope for the future is to become a doctor.
Intramural Sports.
MUSTAFA KANNUNA Sy^ j^^
During the years I spent at B.C. I found much happiness with the students and
teachers. I enjoyed football and handball, and outside of class, I liked listening
to music and traveling. My interest in Physics laboratory work will aid me in obtain-
ing a medical degree in the future.
Track, Intramural Sports.
MUWAFFAQ A-SAHIB J* v_j-UJI Xs- £y
I enjoyed my five years at B.C. and was ready to play any sport, but football was
my favorite. When not studying, I liked to drive a car or listen to good music. My
rest in Biology and Chemistry indicates a career in the field of medicine.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
MUWAFFAQ DAUD jy~a-> i} \i Jjy.
During the five years I spent at Baghdad College I enjoyed many things, especially
sports like football and baseball. I had very interesting experiences in the different
societies which exist at the college. My interest in Biology leads me towards a career
in medicine.
Sacred Heart League, Football.
NABIL NAUM ^£ )y^ ^ J^
I enjoyed the games of baseball and tennis, but sports were not my only interests.
Chemistry and Mathematics were my favorite subjects, and reading was my favor-
ite pastime. I am looking forward to a career in medicine.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Baseball. Intramural Sports, Bus
Prefect.
NABIL YUSUF Ji <J^j,m J^
I tried to gain many friends during my years at Baghdad College. I worked patiently
to learn and follow the scientific method in my studies. My favorite sport was
handball. In class work, I found that I enjoyed Physics lab most. For relaxation
I found pleasure in listening to music.
Football, Intramural Sports.
NAHIL PETER J>Jl J^ >U
During the unforgettable past five years at B.C., my main concern was studying.
I also enjoyed many sports, and, outside of school, my favorite was swimming.
I liked to read books on various subjects, collect stamps and watch football games.
My interest in Mathematics and Chemistry will lead me to the field of chemical
engineering.
Sacred Heart League.
NAMIR BAHJAT UjT a*
I enjoyed the company of my classmates and found success in my studies. Often
I could be found playing football or volleyball. I was a faithful member of the
Sacred Heart League and the Debating Society. My hope for the future is to enter
the field of petroleum engineering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Sacred Heart League, Intramural Sports.
NAMIR FARAJ j/j -j jj.
Being an active member of my class enabled me to develop a keen interest in
Mathematics, Physics and Biology. This leads me to choose a medical career. At
school I enjoyed tennis, while, at home, I spent most of my leisure time playing
the piano. Listening to classical music is one of my favorite hobbies.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
J^NAMIR IBRAHIM jU-^ _*l^l
I was often amused by the jokes of my friends, and I was happy with the systematic
teaching methods at B.C. My favorite sport was swimming, and, at home, I spent
my leisure time listening to music or reading. My interest in laboratory work leads
me towards a career in chemical engineering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society.
NAZAR GEORGE ili
I won many friends during my stay at B.C. I liked all sports, but I was most inter-
ested in football as well as handball and volleyball. At home I found relaxation
in listening to music and reading. In the classroom, my favorite subjects were
sciences and Mathematics. My aptitude in these subjects leads me to choose a
career in architecture.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
NAZAR RAJ IB ,U^I a ss
I found Chemistry and Physics my favorite and most enjoyable subjects. Reading
and playing chess were the hobbies on which I usually spent my leisure time. In
the field of athletics, I enjoyed tennis and swimming. For the future, my hopes




I made many friends at Baghdad College and spent most of my time with them.
I enjoyed playing all sports and was especially interested in baseball. Off campus





I always tried to be friendly with everyone and won many good friends. Chemistry
was my favorite subject and I was enthusiastic about good reading. I enjoyed foot-
ball at school and listening to music at home for relaxation. I hope to find success
as an engineer.
Intramural Sports.
NUFAL NADHIR ty yy J»»
I gained many friends among my classmates at Baghdad College. My interest in
sciences led me to join the Scientific Academy. For relaxation I enjoyed playing
chess and reading. I have not yet decided on a future field of study.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
RAAD ABDULLAH
PAULUS AKKASH J&e OjjT ^y
I did not feel, during my five years at the college, that I was in a school only, but
rather in a separate world. B.C. offered me not only education but also the foun-
dation on which to develop a real personality. In school I enjoyed baseball and
was a faithful Sacred Heart League member. My favorite subjects were Chemistry
and Biology, and I hope for a career in medicine.
Sacred Heart League, Track, Intramural Sports.
>VIj»j"V 4)1 Xs- JUy
I enjoyed almost every subject taught at Baghdad College, though my main interest
was in Physics and Biology. Outside class I enjoyed being a member of both the
Debating Society and the English Academy. I enjoyed meeting people and making
friends. This is one reason why I have chosen a career in teaching.
Debating Society, English Academy, Football.
RAAD KASHMULLA AJi*^J
Baghdad College has impressed me greatly, and I have learned much there. I learn-
ed ethical values, brotherhood among students of different races and religions,
self-reliance and cooperation with others. I experienced the love and help of my
teachers. My wish is to serve my country as a doctor.
Intramural Sports.
RAJA PIO •L*J
During my years at B.C. I divided my free time between studies and sports. I en-
joyed playing' baseball and had success as a shot-putter on the track team. I liked
Mathematics most and hope for a career in the field of engineering.
Track, Intramural Sports.
RAMZI SHAKIR j 5dl oi-a-^ y Li l£/*j
I have enjoyed sports at Baghdad College, especially basketball and baseball. I
found Physics very interesting and also enjoyed Chemistry and Biology labs. The
library was an interesting place. I have always watched airplanes go over the school
and wondered about those monstrous eagles which influenced me to choose a
career in aeronautics.
Intramural Sports.
RAYMOND GEORGE £jyr <-Ay. oy:_>
I made many friends among my classmates at Baghdad College. For recreation
I enjoyed light music and reading. Among sports football and handball were my
leading games. My favorite subjects were Physics and Mathematics, which will
help me to fulfill my plans of future studies in aeronautical engineering.
Football, Intramural Sports.
RAZIQ RASSAM fk> *jIj iib
During my five years at Baghdad College I made many friends. I was a faithful
member of the Sodality. Aside from school work, I enjoyed listening to music
and working in photography, while swimming was my favorite sport. My ability
and interest in scientific studies and Mathematics have set my feet on the road
to a mechanical engineering degree.
Sodality, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Debating
Society, Intramural Sports.
ROBERT PARHAD :l»y ^s.jj
During my scholastic years at B.C. I enjoyed both Mathematics and Physics. I
found great interest in the laboratories. Outside my school work I enjoyed reading.
I believe that my Baghdad College background will support me in my future studies
of aeronautical engineering.
Sacred Heart League.
SAAD COTTA <*U* -y.
I was an active student and enjoyed my years in school. I liked all sports, partic-
ularly basketball and swimming. In my leisure time I relaxed by listening to music
and going to the cinema. My favorite subjects were Physics and Mathematics,
which should enable me to succeed in the field of electrical engineering.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
*fev*
SAAD SADIQ -kU^- jjL»
I liked all subjects, especially Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics. My favorite
free time activity was playing basketball. At home, after finishing my homework,
I usually read magazines or practiced basketball. During the Summer most of my
time was spent in swimming. My future is still undecided.
Basketball, Intramural Sports.
SAAD SHAKIR J^jll f\± -w.
My main interest at Baghdad College was my study of Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Outside class I enjoyed playing football. I spent my leisure time in general
reading or working on chemical experiments. My interest in sciences has attracted
me to medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society.
•« *
SABAH ROBIN j&. Iw3UiiJJ £_'
I enjoyed football very much and played it often. For relaxation or during holidays
I spent my time reading scientific books. At school I was most interested in Physics
and Chemistry. For the future I look forward to a medical career.
Football, Bus Prefect.
SABAH SIDDIQ -U>
I liked all my subjects, but my special interest was in Mathematics. I enjoyed
watching baseball and basketball games and always looked forward to joining my
friends after classes. My love for Mathematics leads me to choose a career in engi-
neering.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
SABAH SULAIMAN jjj\ jl^L- r^r^
Outside school I enjoyed visiting my friends and discussing various topics with
them or, sometimes, going to the cinema. In school I found interest in talking
over the day's class material and enjoyed playing baseball and football. The medi-
cal profession appeals to me very much.
SABRI TOBIA (It- U> 6j~>
I was a happy student and never worried about things. I was a faithful Sacred
Heart League member and enjoyed listening to music and swimming. I enjoyed
the work of the Physics laboratory, and my favorite subjects were Physics and
Mathematics. I hope to be a mechanical engineer.
Sacred Heart League.
SAFA MUZHIR l?-^ 1 J-y '^
My great interest in science and scientific work won me success in Physics, Mathe-
matics and Chemistry. I enjoyed all sports, but volleyball was my favorite. I spent
my leisure time in reading or watching television. I hope to find success in the
field of engineering.
Intramural Sports.
SAIB QALAMCHI ^j^M\ iU.
I enjoyed my school years and was interested mainly in scientific subjects. My
hobby was building and flying model airplanes, while my favorite subjects were
Mathematics and Physics. My sports were baseball, basketball and track. I will
pursue a career in medicine or engineering.
Track, Intramural Sports.
SALIH AL-MUMAIZ >il £U
During my five years at B.C. I was interested in English, Biology and Physics.
I also enjoyed laboratory work. I usually spent my leisure time in the school library
or on the fields playing various games. If I attain a high average, I will enter the
engineering school and go into architecture.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
SALIM DAUD *-_i--y :>jta 1U
Cooperating in carrying out the work of the Sacred Heart League was my usual
free time activity. I enjoyed playing volleyball, tennis and baseball. My interest
in Biology, Mathematics and scientific research will aid me in attaining my goal
of becoming a doctor.
Scientific Academy, Sacred Heart League, Debating Society, Intramural Sports,
Bus Prefect.
SALMAN AZIZ &yr y.jf- otJ—
I had many friends among my classmates, and I was a faithful Sacred Heart League
member. Off campus my favorite activities were stamp collecting and swimming.
At school I was often seen playing handball or tennis. My interest in Mathematics




During my five years at B.C. I have come to know many close friends. I was suc-
cessful in scientific subjects. Chemistry and Biology were my two favorite subjects.
My hobbies are reading Chemistry books and playing baseball. In the future I
hope I will become a surgeon.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
SAMI RAZZUQ JJJJ <jf" L
During these last five years, which I have spent at Baghdad College, I enjoyed
all kinds of sports, especially baseball and basketball. Outside of school, I enjoyed
reading and sports. My favorite subjects were Geometry and Physics which, I
hope, will lead me to a future in engineering school.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
SAMI SALMAN \Sf-£S jU_» ^u
At school I usually played basketball and volleyball. Nearly all subjects attracted
me, but I preferred Chemistry and Biology. When I had free time, I spent it in
developing and printing photographs or reading various types of literature. I have
always wanted to be independent, so I hope to become a farmer.
Scientific Academy, Track, Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
SAMIR SAFA 1.U-I «U^
During my time at B.C. baseball and handball were my favorite sports. Off campus,
reading scientific books and listening to music were the things I enjoyed most.
My interest in Physics and Biology is a strong reason for my choice of a career in
the field of medicine.
Intramural Sports.
SELEM SAADI Jp t£ju- J-
I am proud of the many life-long friends I won during my school years at B.C.
I liked to spend my leisure time reading, especially on scientific subjects. My favor-
ite subjects were Physics and Mathematics. I hope to find success in the field of
mechanical engineering.
SHAIRKO NAJI ^/ri; *«* £si-
I enjoyed spending my free hours listening to music, driving or taking photographs.
My favorite sports were football, swimming and handball. The subjects I preferred
were Physics and Biology, especially the laboratory work. I hope to find success
in the field of medicine.
Scientific Academy, Debating Society, Football, Track, Intramural Sports.
SHAUL NAJI yy <jr \j J»JL--
I have a great variety of interests, but Chemistry and Biology won most of my
attention in school. I enjoyed the company of my friends and, for relaxation, liked
to play handball or listen to music. I plan to enter the field of Chemistry after
graduation.
Intramural Sports.
SINAN MAJID JUil Xji- jl—
.
I was a quiet and hard working member of my class and won many friends during
my years at Baghdad College. I enjoyed swimming and playing handball and found
pleasure in watching various sports, especially football. I plan to enter engineering
college.
TAHA AL-SHAWWAF •lyji ij\i 4>
Among school subjects Physics and Biology were my favorites. I enjoyed the
meetings of the Debating Society and Scientific Academy. I also enjoyed working
on the "Al-Iraqi" Staff. Outside school I liked swimming and reading scientific
books. A civil engineering degree is my future goal.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Debating Society, Bus Prefect.
TARIQ NAJI <S>^ <jrt JjU»
I was a quiet student who enjoyed my friends. I found Mathematics and Solid
Geometry the most interesting subjects. I was also interested in Zoology, Chem-
istry and writing as hobbies. During my school years I developed an ability in
writing stories and poetry. I enjoyed handball, cycling and basketball. My ambi-
tion is to be a civil engineer.
Intramural Sports.
UMAR AL-YAQUBI J,yi*J\ r*
Being quiet and studious I enjoyed my years at Baghdad College. My favorite
sports were baseball and football. At home I was enthusiastic about reading mystery
stories and listening to music. My interest in Zoology, Chemistry and Physics
will aid me in the medical college.
Debating Society, Intramural Sports.
VARTAN HAIG jLUjIj yilA* jljlj
In my off campus hours I enjoyed painting and listening to soft music. I partici-
pated in all sports, but basketball stood out as my favorite. Mathematics had a
special fascination for me, and I leave B.C. with mv sights set on a future in this
field.
Football, Bus Prefect.
WADI NWYIA lj\ <j~* _*li g>}
I spent pleasant years at B.C. and was enthusiastic about sports. I liked football
very much and played it often. When relaxing or during holidays I enjoyed listen-
ing to music. My classroom interests were Physics and Mathematics. I hope to
be an electrical engineer.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
m
WAJDI NAKASHI ^UJ iS-^rl
The subject which interested me most was Zoology. My favorite sports were base-
ball and basketball. I enjoyed watching scientific films, and my favorite outside
pastime was listening to music. I hope to enter the medical profession.
Sacred Heart League, "Al-Iraqi" Staff.
WALID HERMES *./ Sj* JlJ,
I enjoyed my years at B.C. and found laboratory work very exciting. My favorite
sport was handball, while, at home, I found relaxation in listening to soft music
and reading scientific books. My interest in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
draws me towards a future in the sciences.
Debating Society, Sacred Heart League.
ZUHAIR ELIA jil LUt HI jjuj
I enjoyed my five years at Baghdad College very much. Mathematics, Chemistry,
:s and Biology labs were more than exciting. At school I enjoyed playing
ill; outsidp I liked to listen to music. As for my future plans, I hope to make
r in engineering or medicine.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Haidar al-Shama, Laith A-Sattar, Sarmad Kaka, Arsham Bal-
taian, Gabriel al-Bajani.
Fifth row : Riadh Jazrawi, Nabil al-Tawil, A-Majib A-Karim, Jafar al-Rikabi, Ghaith
al-Saud, Hasan A-Hadi, Hani Marar.
Fourth row : Wadud A-Baqi, Wayil Rashid, Haitham Alios, Ali Sadiq, Muayyad Louis,
Salam al-Chalabi.
Third row : Muhammad al-Gailani, Ghassan al-Mudallal, Zaid A-Aziz, Raad Yusufani,
Jamil Baban, Munir Kubba, Azam Qanbar Agha.
Second row : Farid Oghana, Qutaiba al-Khalidi, Said Namiq, Harith al-Atiyya, Fadhil
Abbas, Adil Isa.














Sixth roio: (left to right) Nabil Wadi, Sabah A-Qadir, Iyad Philip, Raad Jawid, Hasan
al-Makhzumi.
Fifth row : George Babana, Nabil Michael, Raid al-Dabbagh, Varujan Khalil, Burhan
Jamil, Ghiath Salim, Sudhir Kohli.
Fourth row : Khudhir Akkawi, Ara Ghazarian, Khayal Rafiq, Victor Rowland, Muhan-
nad Hilmi, Munir Fadhil.
Third row : Saad Wazir, Basil Shaya, Amir Musa, Munthar Aris, Suhail Khalil, Krassimir
Kaishev, Haitham al-Zahawi.
Second row: Faiq Qunja, Jibrail Ishu, Samir Najim, Adil Yusuf, Quraish Fazi, Qais
Dakkak.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Iyad Bashir, Basim Ahmad, Munjid Qattan, Umar A-Wahab,
Abadi Abadi, Mudhar Shawkat.
Fifth row : Namir Shaffu, Anwar Khayyat, Baqir Sadiq, Arsham Melconian, Thamir
Habib, Najib Anwar, Sabah Peter.
Fourth row : Zakaria Yahya, Ihsan al-Haidari, Hikmat Naum, Raad Jamil, Hanna Musa,
Amir Jamil.
Third row : Dara Baba Ali, Raad Habib, Amar Farjo, Salman Daud, Wayil Shawqi.
Second row : Zaid al-Umari, Baghdo Khalil, Saad Jabaji, John Butros, Imad Yaqub, Nadir
Faraj
.
First row: Nabil Qastantin, Usam Salman, Fr. Flaucher, S.J., Emil William, Sarkis
Fraidun.
(Absent : Melvin Goodsir).
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Sixth row : (left to right) Steve Bonian, Ali A-Wahab, Surin Zawin, A-Haq Ibrahim,
Shamun Dinkha, Munir al-Katani.
Fifth row: Amir Michael, Isam al-Ubaidi, Husam Haidar, YusufYonan, Majid Bahnam,
Muhallab A-Hamid, Tahsin Khalid.
Fourth row : Muta' Ismail, Dimitri Vestarkis, Raibir Sadiq, Burhan Adil, Mazin Abboudi,
Saad Tawfiq.
Third row : Husain Hilmi, Akram A-Karim, Jamil Yaqub, Ayman Muhammad, Raad
A-Wahid.
Second row : Hasan Ali, Qais Marogi, Hikmat George, Ihsan Kammuna, Harith Munib,
Hrand Essayi.
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Srxr& rozu : (left to right) Jan Roca, Raad Salih, Ghazwan al-Sarhan, Jamil Metti, Khalid
al-Awqati.
Fifth row : Iyad Kamil, Nabil al-Alusi, Maan Kannuna, Yusuf Nuraddin, Sami Marugil,
Leo Sequeira, Isam Butros.
Fourth row : Selim Thomas, Clifford Joseph, Raad Sadiq, Amir Habib, Muhammad al-
Qayam, Husam Yaqub.
Third row : Wadhah al-Joudi, Sabih Jaffar, Faris Ayoub, Saad Zanad, Sulaiman Mur-
tadha, Nabil Jassim, Habib Mansur.
Second row : Shamil Aziz, Harb Zaku, Anmar Abbas, Faiq Butros, George Ishu, Salim
Metti.
First row: Amir Abbas, Muthanna Abbas, Fr. O'Connor, S.J., Imad Abdullah, Husain
Qassim.
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Sbrf/i row : (left to right) Iyad al-Awsachi, Suhail Baithun, Dhafir al-Uzri, Abdullah
Ismail, Rashid Yahya.
Fifth row : Imad Kallo, Nazar Sarafa, Mahmud al-Azzawi, Fakhri Dino, Rafal al-Badri,
Rafit Rassam, Emmanuel Shamun.
Fourth row : Yusuf Daud, Samir Leyous, Hilal al-Dabbuni, Saad al-Damaluji, Krikor
Garabet, Ibrahim al-Shawi.
Third row : Varujan Zulumat, Krikor Minasakhan, Imad Maurice, Edward Narinian,
Hasan al-Musawi, Muhammad al-Khatib, Hasib al-Mufti.
Second row : Navil Sethna, Kamal Hamid, Salam Zaku, Laith A-Samad, Sabah Azad,
Rifat Butros.
First row: Samir Ismail, Najdat Yusufani, Fr. O'Halloran, S.J., Saad Shawqi, Daud
Kandalaft.
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Sttrt row : (left to right) Wadhah Shabib, Imad Wasfi, Namir Kamil, Jibrail Kasperkhan,
Isam Korkis.
Fifth row : Ali Shikara, Laith Cotta, Salim Elia, Tiador Warda, Mazin Salim, Majid
Shulji, Fikrat Jamil.
Fourth row : Sami Hendow, Omid A-Rahim, Nazar Adrian, Adrian al-Baya, Sargon Paulus,
Ghassan Ahmad.
Third row : Saad Salim, Falah Hasan, Kamaladdin Mustafa, Aladdin Burhan, Mudhaffar
al-Azzawi, Faris Khazal, Korkis Mikhu.
Second row : Manhal Anwar, A-Salam Nuri, Ali A-Latif, Riadh Albert, Imad A-Jabbar,
Richard Yaqub.
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S^/A ro?t> ; (left to right) Khalid Hashim, Faiz Fathallah, Wadhah A-Razzaq, Kamiran
George, A-Qadir Abbas, Farid Arsin.
Fifth row: Musallim Majid, Artin Stephan, Farah Salti, AH al-Musawi, Elisha Marqus,
Nazar Kamal, Jamal Joseph.
Fourth row : Salah Paulus, Raad Mustafa, Ali Musa, Ahmad Makki, Iyad Rashad, Joseph
Douglas.
Third row : Ghazi al-Hariri, Luay Yaldo, Minas Moursalian, Nabil al-Baghdadi, Shawkat
Halabu.
Second row : Imad Subhi, Avak Avakian, Ali Zahid, Krikor Azaian, Sami Ali, Haitham
Kubba.
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Start/) roK) : (left to right) Athir Bahjat, Faraj Daud, Bahir Zablok, Johnson Yuhanna,
Muhammad Jassim.
Fifth row : Jalal Daniel, Faiz Faraj, Firas Hamid, Thamir Yaqub, Saad Bunni, Qusai
al-Khudhairi, Mazin al-Qassab.
Fourth row : Sirbest Ali, Faris Falih, Alfred Nairn, Hagop Manuel, Nabil Battah, Joseph
Korkis.
Third row : Yazin al-Duri, Riadh al-Mudallal, Ali Makiyya, Franco Eshaya, Ali Ghalib
A-Sahib, Muhsin Abu al-Qassim, Imad Said.
Second row : Nadhir Bahjat, William Wadi, Majid Hamid, Amir al-Mudallal, Sinan al-
Khudhairi, Kamal Farjo.
First row: Samar al-Baghdadi, Ahmad al-Shakiry, Fr. Stanley, S.J., Sabah Ibrahim,
Yusuf Matloub.
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SiatfA rozu : (left to right) Salwan Maqsud, Majid A-Karim, Muhammad Mahdi, Andre
Hindu, Farid Shamun, Varant Khachik.
Fifth row : Dhia Jassim, Shukri Akram, Ihsan Aladdin, Ahmad al-Amin, Husam Yusuf,
Saad A-Wahab.
Fourth row: Muayyad al-Ubaidi, Ali Abbud, Daud Jaju, Ibrahim Tahsin, Tariq Joseph,
Ghassan Makiyya.
Third row : Salam Razqallah, Yaqub Salih, Gabriel Joseph, Yusuf Ridha, Jamal Yusuf,
Awsam A-Jalil, Faris Nairn.
Second row : Misak Alexander, Imad Constan, Araz Qazzaz, Sarmad Ajina, Riadh Badri,
Kamal Rais.
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.SVxjA rozo .- (left to right) Vahe Kouyoumdjian, Khairy Michael, Wasim Munasafi, Dhia
Metti, Faris Zaitu.
Fifth row : Falih Qazanji, Manhal al-Shaikh, Muayyad Edward, Philip Dawisha, Ghassan
Said, Husam Kattula, Ali al-Zubaidi.
Fourth row : Faisal al-Bana, Saad Fadhil, Bahir Umar Ali, Namir Mukhtar, Ara Dem-
bekjian, Basil A-Aziz.
Third row : Yusuf Hindu, Munthar al-Jassani, Haval Rasul, Munir Faraj, Majid Rassam,
Imad Hamandi, Muwaffaq Edward.
Second row : Samir Baroudi, Nahil Kamal, Mazin Hilmi, Amin Khaki, Hazim Ishaq,
Hilal Abdulahad.
First row: Rami al-Sabti, Imad Kamil, Fr. James McCarthy, S.J., Abdullah Haidar,
Sami Ibrahim.
(Absent : Salih Saad)
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Sixth row: (left to right) Naji Halim, Elyahu Karim, Zuhair Murtadha, Faris Shakir,
Kivork Najarian, Awf A-Rahman.
Fifth row: A-Ilah Shakarji, Akram al-Hakim, Ziad Jureidini, Allan Leon, Farid Habib.
Fourth row : Daud Habib, Rashid al-Jomard, Abir Sadiq, Philip Hagop, Mahir Shakir,
Adnan Wadi.
Third row : Haidar Rajib, A-Sattar Husain, A-Salam al-Qassab, Saad Humadi, Suhaib
al-Rumi.
Second row : Muhammad Yahya, Khaluk al-Naimi, Adil A-Ghafur, Saad Cyril, Hasib
Abdulahad, Fatih Antwan.
First row: Ashur Davida, Fawwaz al-Joudi, Fr. Paquet, S.J., Freddie Tajirian, Atif
Michael.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Faris Razzuq, Asad Stephan, Thair Salahaddin, Muhammad
al-Haidari, Mazin Zebouni, George Paulus, Paris Atto.
Fifth row : Sarmad Fuad, Nisan Yuil, Raad Shakir, Emmanuel Aprim, Shirwan Alfred.
Fourth row : Ghassan al-Rawaf, Nabil Daud, Basam Salim, Miqdad al-Khatib, A-Rahman
Naji, Hanna Metti.
Third row : Walid Yaqub, Muthanna al-Awad, Firas al-Badr, Iyad A-Muhsin, Muwaffaq
Daud.
Second row : Ishkhan Krikor, Joseph Adam, Imad A-Jabbar, Sabah al-Attar, Husain
Abdullah, Raja Ibrahim.
First row : Aprim Yusuf, Shant Sahak, Mr. Kramer, Khalid Ibrahim, Muhib Munir.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Iyad Munthar, Akram Fuad, Muhammad al-Najim, Rifat Basim,
AH al-Shawwaf.
Fifth row: Robert Joseph, Leonard George, Nadim al-Hashimi, Mustafa Walid.
Fourth row : Iyad Yusuf, Basil Jabiru, Mazin al-Hasani, Salwan Majid. Saad Kannu,
Wasim Tappouni.
Third row : A-Ghani al-Jassani, Maan Baithun, Zaid al-Khudhairi, Dhafir al-Wakil,
Amjad Khudhir.
Second row: Raad Najib, Faisal Tajiran, Umran Fadhil, Namir al-Ansari, Nazar Ismail,
Faris al-Salihi.
First row: Raad Jurjis, Joseph Edward, Mr. Trainer, Jamal Abbas, Adil Habib.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Saad al-Khalili, Nobel Murad, Samir Hamdi, Nabil Tawfiq,
Akkash Akkash, Jibrail Hanna, Basim al-Baghdadi.
Fifth row : Kamil Mansur, Sulaiman al-Ubaidi, Ala Salum, Ghazi Faisal, Muayyad
Hamid.
Fourth row : Essaye Essaye, Aprim Daud, Ghassan Munthar, Hasib Musa, Ali al-Jawad,
Ahmad Salih.
Third row: Imad Ohan, Sabah Komo, Muhammad Yasir, Faris al-Ammar, Walid Hamid.
Second row : Alishan Ohannes, Tariq A-Karim, Burhan Ishaq, Dana Faiq, Shant Kha-
chik, Faiz Wahid.
First row : Khalil al-Gailani, Amir Awdish, Mr. Fuccillo, Luay al-Mudallal, Iyad
al-Zubaidi.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Saybo Awakian, Araz Ziad, George Hakim, Faris Rahmatallah,
Anmar Burhan, Thabit Naman, Yusuf Tappouni.
Fifth row : Laith al-Samarrai, Saad Toma, Luay Elias, Hisham al-Hakim, Dhia Jouri.
Fourth row : Walid Khalid, Samir A-Masih, Imad al-Ghazali, Ghassan Emmanuel, Hasan
al-Naqib, Ara Vartan.
Third row: Muhammad al-Khudhairi, Armen Maranjian, Mustafa al-Gailani, Faiz Yonu,
All Saib.
Second row : Iyad Jamil, Jalal Shammami, Isam Ali, Jerome Yusuf, Nadir George, Romeo
Bahnam.
First row : Habib Korkis, Faisal al-Sarraf, Mr. Hutchins, Wathiq Kamal, Muhannad
A-Latif.
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Sz'xrA row : (left to right) Jibrail Khamis, Ali Atta, Faris al-Mukhtar, Donald Roy, Amir
Salim, A-Qadir Hamid, Avadis Khachik.
Fifth row : Yusuf Toma, Hitler Hanna, Baha al-Shaikh, Basim Tahan, Saad Ismail.
Fourth row : Muhammad Dilawer, Najib Kuriakos, Muhannad al-Ashaiker, Sabah Yusuf,
Krikor Taschaian, Munthar Salih.
Third row : Karnik Koumrigian, Kamille Fadhil, Johnny Andre, Imad Kadhim, Harith
Ahmad.
Second row : Somer Metti, Munjid Shakir, Rafi Mustafa, Iyad Jawad, Sami Ahmad,
Mikho Ishu.
First row : Khalil Ibrahim, Mahmud Ismail, Mr. Sikora, Nimat Hasso, Farid Mustafa.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Nabil Shahid, Scot Yamulky, Nihad al-Samarrai, Safari Safi,
Nabil Nuri, Salim Ishu, Samir Yunis.
Fifth row : Fawzi Nakkash, Mujde Amin, Thamir Sadiq, Ala Burhan, Najah al-Gailani.
Fourth row : AH Hasan, Husain Kubba, Mahmud al-Zahawi, Emmanuel Hartyun, Anmar
Naji, Antwan Abdulahad.
Third row: Muhammad Mubdar, John Cholakian, Namir Tabi'b, Mukhlis Munir, Mumtaz
Abdulahad.
Second row : Mack Basil, Aqil al-Attar, Riadh A-Halim, Sarmad al-Duri, Ihsan Najib,
Muadh A-Majid.
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Sz'jrt/! row : (left to right) Farid Korkis, Iyad Muhammad, Omid Ibrahim, Basil Jalal,
Hagop Artin, Ahmad al-Haidari.
Fifth row : Wisam al-Saigh, Amir Thomas, Luay Salman, Mazin Dhiab, Imad al-Mutwali.
Fourth row : Muhammad al-Qazzaz, Sudad al-Kindi, Ibrahim Anwar, Talal Najib, Jafar
al-Awqati, Toma Mikha.
Third row : Alfred Akram, Fuad Shamun, Laith Kubba, Kamil Jamil, Zainaddin A-Khaliq.
Second row : Bayan al-Sarraj, Samir Butros, Najah Mawlud, Adil Butros, Bashar Jamil,
Vartan Asaian.
First row : Sabah Mikha, Ali A-Sahib, Mr. McDermott, Ala Nasir, Faisal al-Dura.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Faraj Shamun, Usama Elias, Markus Jibbu, Imad Yusuf, Adil
A-Qadir, Zaid Hadid, Mahjub Yahya.
Fifth row : Peter Olszewski, Kamil Mahdi, Jan Turabian, Ihsan Abid, Benjamin Awraham.
Fourth row : Adil Akkash, Mahir Dalai, Leheb A-Wahab, Yuhanna Sando, Saad al-Kadhi-
mi, Nazar Khalaf.
Third row : Fuad al-Tawil, Inam Tawfiq, Firas Fadhil, Basim George, Hafidh Ahmad.
Second row : Ghassan Ayoub, Paulus Paulus, Ramiz Faraj, Laith Zalzala, Safa Hasan,
Ali Haidar.
First row: Noel Tuqatli, Khalid al-Makhzumi, Fr. Decker, S.J., Iyad Jalil, Muhammad
A-Jabbar.
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S»?/j row : (left to right) Dhafir al-Khalili, Talal Jabiru, Namir Tohala, Safa A-Rasul,
Faris Hasani, Firas Haidar, Samir Halim.
Fifth row : Maan Zakaria, Rami Baroudi, Ala Hamid, Nabil Salmo, George Tammu,
Fuad Shammas.
Fourth row : Nova Khojaian, Faiz Khalil, Khalid Taha, Hisham Jalaladdin, Sami Leyous,
Bishara Freij.
Third row : Jamal A-Karim, Marwan A-Malik, Amar Muhammad Ali, Ala Zwain, Mazin
al-Bayati.
Second row: Mutaz al-Izzi, Faris A-Razzaq, Luay Zalzala, Edwin Ewan, Mustafa al-Khu-
dhairi, Muhammad Bazirgan.
First row: Nuri Alfred, Farid Madhat, Fr. Banks, S.J., Amir Daud, Ziad al-Saffar.
(Absent : Haitham Juma)
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Sixth rozv : (left to right) Ghassan Butros, Mahmud al-Hashimi, Abdulahad Daud, All
al-Dahwi, Jibrail George.
Fifth row : Zaid Albert, Salam Daud, Saad Jabiru, Sabih Muhammad, Adil al-Haddad,
Muhammad Atta, Michael Sequeira.
Fourth rozv : Isam Najim, Amar Yahya, Udai al-Rawi, Tariq Khudhir, Safa Jawad, Korkis
Ishu.
Third rozv : Nazar Jibrail, Yusuf Cyril, Emil Salim, Ghazwan Zahid, Muhannad Hamid,
Muhammad al-Dahan, Bayan al-Qassab.
Second row : Wasnan al-Gailani, Ramzi Jamil, Ala A-Amir, Ahmad Kamil, Latif Shamun,
Nasir Rufail.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Badi Faraj, Tariq al-Najm, Ramzi Shukri, Lawrence Marogil,
Jamil al-Oboudi.
Fifth row : Murshid Ibrahim, Ohannes Dembekjian, Riadh al-Ani, Salam Ibrahim, Raid
Sadun, Jeffry Joseph, A-Qadir Kattanah.
Fourth row : Constantin Yonan, Ali al-Hilli, Francis Awdish, Leheb al-Badri, Namir
Razzuq, Ala al-Hamidi.
Third row : John Jurjis, Abdullah Marogi, Muhammad Kadhim, Wamidh Zori, Dhia
Tobia, Sami Bashuri, Manif al-Hathal.
Second row : Khudhir Sulaiman, Zaid al-Rawi, Janan Jamil, Muhammad Majid, Dennis
Wilson, Adnan Awiya.
First row: Daud Hagop, Zahir A-Qadir, Fr. Loeffler, S.J., Umar al-Rawi. Hani Shakarji.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Ali Ihsan, Salar Baban, Salim Sadiq, Zaid George, Zeki Yaqub,
Muhammad Haidar.
Fifth row: Imad Jafar, Ahmad Adam, Sufian Falah, Ghassan al-Daraji, Laith Kalian,
Talal A-Jabbar.
Fourth row : Shant Narsesian, Raad Mahmud, Luay Qasha, Jibrail Kanno, Jamshid Baban,
Ashur Ando.
Third row: Anis Samhiri, Shibel Jabaji, Eddie Tajirian, Muhannad Faiq, Ramiz Yusuf,
John Edward, Nazar Bashir.
Second row : Liwa Tawfiq, Shamil George, Ibrahim Khalil, Wisam Anwar, Hikmet Su-
laiman, Hashim Francis.
First row : Namir A-Salam, Gerard Butros, Mr. Carroll, Saad Yusufani, Yasir Matlub.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Ramzi Hanna, Iyad A-Karim, Yuhannes Ishaya, Mahrus al-
Shaikh, Basil Ruil, Awf Husain.
Fifth row : Nasir A-Samad, Hagop Haratunian, Riadh A-Razzaq, Basil Qunja, Daud
Korkis, Clement Sislaian, Sami Fawzi.
Fourth row : Mudhar Kannuna, Muhannad Yasin, Sulaiman Yusuf, Majid Rashid, Bahjat
Khoshaba, Ali Mahjub.
Third row : Hamdi A-Fattah, Karim Ishaq, Mumtaz Joseph, Henry Khoshaba, Samir
Daud.
Second row : Muhammad A-Majid, Zaid Talib, Yasin al-Azzawi, Mashda Uthman, Charles
Halabu, Imad Basmaji.
First row : Muhammad Fadhil, A-Salam August, Mr. McNamara, Khawam Khudhir,
Tahsin Yusuf.
(Absent : Salam Sabri)
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Sixth row : (left to right) Hamid Haddad, Nadim Sami, Raad Shamun, Sabir Manu,
A-Muhsin al-Rashid, Basim Shaffu, Riadh Rufail.
Fifth row : Murad Muradian, Awni Faraj, Maladh Nairn, Nasr George, Yusuf Francis.
Fourth row: Sarmad al-Janabi, Falahaddin Hasan, Imad Najib, Namir Anwar, Mazin
al-Janabi, Jafar Sadiq.
Third row : Samir Mahmud, A-Bari Bakose, Musa al-Shawi, Nazar Jurgis, Johnny Joseph.
Second row : Sami Hasan, Muwaffaq Muflih, Laith DeMarchi, Ali al-Khalaf, Shant Ibra-
him, Saad Jamil.
Firs? row : Muhammad al-Safi, Ali al-Hadithi, Mr. Ahmuty, Bel DeKelaita, Alfred Qasid.
(Absent : Ghassan Nasir, Rafid Hammudi)
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Si'xt/i roro : (left to right) Ali Ahmad, Bahnam Michael, Joseph Farah, Sarmad Sulaiman,
Andraus Dinkha, Zaid Hashim.
Fifth row : Sargon Elia, Basil A-Jabbar, Karnik Artin, Dhia al-Duri, Kamal Hanna, Nazar
Yusuf.
Fourth row : Ramzi Yalda, Muthanna A-Karim, Muhammad Saadun, Ali Barbuti, Ahmad
Fakhri, Mazin Kalian.
Third row : Paul Ishu, Tony Mirza, Muwaffaq Zaku, Yusuf Korkis, Raad Kadhim, Mush-
riq Safa, Jamal Muhammad Ali.
Second row : Thamir Jamil, Nadim A-Rasul, Ala Bahnam, Chalank Zeki, Noel Daud,
Saad Aziz.
First row : Ghassan Maurice, Talal al-Gailani, Mr. Bruch, Emil Constan, Gaby Jibrail.
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Sm/i row : (left to right) Sudad Sadiq, Sami Tawfiq, Muhammad al-Rawi, Farid Faisal,
Namir Shammas, Kawa al-Khaffaf.
Fifth row : Alex Tajirian, Ali Mudhaffar, Saad Habba, Faris A-Amir, Madhat Salih,
Naman Louis.
Fourth row : Faris Fatallah, Ali Yahya, Muadh al-Duri, Constantin Spiros, Muhannad
al-Azzawi, Muayyad al-Chalabi.
Third row : Ramiz Ishaq, Ghassan Wadi, Amanj A-Qadir, Faris Salim, Harith al-Dulaimi,
Shihab al-Shama, Mazin A-Karim.
Second row : Amir Muhsin, Dhia Munir, Noel Papazian, Imad Tarzi, Laith Baqir, Tariq
Albert.
First row : Ala al-Saffar, Basil Shukur, Fr. Mahan, S.J., Yusuf Hanna, Amro Badawi.
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MEDALS FOR CLASS LEADERSHIP
1965 1966
FIRST HONORS SECOND HONORS
Ali Ghalib Fourth A Zuhair Elia
Husain al-Rikabi Fourth B Dhia Naman
Azam Ahmad Fourth C Emil Azzo
Safa Muzhir Fourth D Azim al-Sanawi
Firas Haqqi Fourth E Faris Shammas
Haitham Alios Third A Ali Sadiq
Baqir Sadiq Third B Nabil Toma
Umar A-Wahab Third C Ayman Muhammad
Muhammad al-Gailani Third D Haitham al-Zahawi
Anmar Mudhaffar Third E Hasan Ali
Azam Qanbar Agha Third F Laith A-Sattar
Haidar al-Shama Third G Sabah A-Qadir
Hilal al-Dabbuni Second A Saad al-Damaluji
Sabah Azad Second B Laith A-Samad
Rashid Yahya Second C Ghazi al-Hariri
Krikor Minasakhan Second D Korkis Mikhu
A-Salam Nuri Second E Riadh Albert
Emmanuel Shamun Second F Saad Shawqi
Imad Maurice Second G Faris Falih
Rant Rassam Second H Ahmad al-Amin
Akram al-Hakim First A Kivork Najarian
Muhammad al-Haidari First B Thamir Jabiru
Muhammad Yahya First C Samir Yunis
Iyad al-Zubaidi First D Riadh A-Halim
Khaluk al-Naimi First E Saybo Awakian
Omid Ibrahim First F Aqil al-Attar
Jibrail Khamis First G Faisal al-Dura
Faris Shakir First H Allan Leon
Ziad Jureidini First K Muhammad Yahya
HONOR ROLL 1966-1967
FIRST QUARTER SECOND QUARTER
FIRST HONORS FIRST HONORS
Ali Ghahb 5A 92 Abbas al-Shalji 5A 94
Hilal al-Dabbuni 3A 90 Zuhair Elia 5A 92







Jafar al-Rikabi 4A 90 Hilal al-Dabbuni 3A 90
Nazar Rajib 5A 90
Selem Saadi 5A 90
SECOND HONORS SECOND HONORS
Abbas al-Shalji 5A 89 Ali Abdullah 5A 89
Ali Abdullah 5A 89 Qutaiba al-Khalidi 4A 89
















Fuad Shammas 1A 88 Rashid al-Jomard 2A 88
Maan Zakaria 1A 88 Salim Daud 5A 87
Selem Saadi 5A 87 Navil Sethna 3A 87
Edward Narinian 3A 87 Naji Halim 2A 87
Amro Badawi 1H 87 Amir Daud 1A 87
Muayyad al-Chalabi 1H 87 Faiz Khalil 1A 87
















Muhammad al-Khatib 3A 86 Saad Shakir 5C 85
Namir Tohala 1A 86 Haitham Alios 4A 85
Mushriq Safa 1G 86 Said Namiq 4A 85
Ali Sadiq 4A 85 Sarmad Kaka 4A 85
Hani Marar 4A 85 Saruk Baban 4A 85
Nabil al-Tawil 4A 85 Wayil Rashid 4A 85





Ibrahim al-Shawi 3A 85 Sarmad Ajina 3E 85
Noel Papazian 1H 85 Muhammad Yahya 2A 85
Amar Muhammad Ali 1A 85
Sami Leyous 1A 85
Zaid al-Saffar 1A 85
Namir Shammas 1H 85
Yusuf Hanna 1H 85
STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTAINED A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF
70 AND ABOVE FROM SEPTEMBER 1966 TO FEBRUARY 1967
CLASS OF 1967 Jamal Nasir - 76 Alexander Bojkov — 81 Jamshid Armaghani - 71 Muwaffaq Daud 75
Laith al-Qassab - 73 Azim al-Sanawi — 74 Maan al-Khudhairi - 70 Namir Bahjat 71
5A Luay al-Hafidh - 84 Bashar Yusuf — 74 Manaf Salih - 70 Namir Faraj 73
Mazin Ismail - 73 Faris Shammas — 71 Muhannad Zakaria - 70 Sami Salman 75
Abbas al-Shalji - 92 Muwaffaq A-Sahib - 76 Hatem Mukhlis — 75 Munthar Aziz - 72 Umar al-Yaqubi 74
Ala Husain — 72 Nahil Peter - 76 Isam Ibrahim — 74 Nufal Nadhir - 81 Walid Hermes 70
Ala Sharif — 78 Nazar George - 71 Maan al-Gailani — 71 Saad Shakir - 82
Ali Abdullah - 89 Nazar Rajib - 87 Sabah Siddiq — 70 Sabah Sulaiman - 73
Ali Ghalib - 90 Nubar Sethian - 76 Sami Mahmud - 73 CLASS OF 1968
Ali Mahmud - 86 Raad Abdullah - 80 Tariq Naji - 72
Azam Ahmad — 82 Safa Muzhir - 81 5C Vartan Haiq - 72 4A
Dhia Naman — 73 Salim Daud - 84
Emil Azzo - 74 Selem Saadi - 89 Ahmad Shikara — 71 5D A-Mujib A-Karim 71
Husain al-Rikabi - 80 Taha al-Shawwaf - 75 Amir Jihad - 80 Adil Isa 71
Ismail Kanna - 78 Zuhair Elia - 91 Harith Balal - 76 Ali Naji - 70 All Sadiq 87
Jabir Adamo — 77 Imad Jamil - 84 Firas Haqqi - 70 Asad al-Duri 73
Jalal Faiq - 79 5B Isam Jassam - 73 Luay Zebouni - 76 Azam Qanbar Agha - 73

































































































































































70 Kivork Najarian —
70 Mahir Shakir
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— 74
2K
Basim George — 71
Fuad al-Tawil — 70
Ihsan Abid — 79
Mahjub Yahya — 76
Muhamad al-Jabbar — 75
Noel Tuqatli - 73
Peter Olszewski — 89
CLASS OF 1971
1A
Ala Hamid — 71
Ala Zawin — 71
Amar Muhamad Ali — 84
Amir Daud — 85
Bishara Freiji — 77
Dhafir al-Khalili — 73
Edwin Ewan — 73
Faiz Khalil — 86
Farid Madhat — 76
Faris A-Razzaq — 74
Firas Haidar — 76
Fuad Shammas — 90
George Tammu — 70
Hisham Jalaladdin — 83
Jamal A-Karim — 81
Khalid Taha — 79
Luay Zalzala — 76
Maan Zakaria — 88
Mazin al-Bayati — 81
Muhamad Bazirgan — 82
Mustafa al-Khudairi — 74
Mutaz al-Izzi — 75
Nabil Salmo — 82
Namir Tohala — 85
Rami Baroudi — 76
Safa A-Rasul — 71
Sami Leyous — 83
Samir Halim — 82
Talal Jabiru — 71
Zaid al-Saffar — 83
IB
Abdulahad Daud — 78
Ali al-Dahwi — 72
Ghazwan Zahid — 76
Isa Warda — 70
Latif Shamun — 72
Mahmud al-Hashimi — 73
Muhamad al-Dahan — 71
Muhannad Hamid — 75
Nadir Rufail — 75
Safa Jawad — 70
Salam Daud — 73
Zaid Albert — 72
1C
Ala al-Hamidi — 70
Daud Hagop — 72
Janan Jamil — 72
Jeffry Joseph — 74
John Jurjis — 71
Manif al-Hathal — 74
Muhamad Kadhim — 75
Riadh al-Ani — 82
Tariq al-Najim — 70
Umar al-Rawi — 77
Zahir A-Qadir - 73
Zaid al-Rawi — 75
ID
Ali Ihsan — 70
Ghassan al-Daraji — 70
Jamshid Baban — 76
Jibrail Kanno — 70
Raad Mahmud — 71
Ramiz Yusuf — 70
Wisam Anwar — 74
Zeki Yaqub — 78
IE
Bahjat Khoshaba — 84
Basil Qunja — 70
Charles Halabu — 70
Khawam Khudhir — 73
Ramzi Hanna — 71
Riadh A-Razzaq — 70
Samir Daud — 72
IF
Falahaddin Hasan — 70
Muhamad al-Safi — 71
Muwaffaq Muflih — 75
Nadim Sami — 71
Nazar Jurjis — 76
Sami Hasan — 72
Samir Mahmud — 74
Sarmad al-Janabi — 71
1G
Bahnam Michael — 76
Dhia al-Duri — 79
Emil Constan — 77
Jamal Muhamad Ali — 74
Muhamad Sadun — 74
Mushriq Safa — 85
Muthanna A-Karim — 74
Nazar Yusuf — 75
Sargon Elia — 70
Talal al-Gailani — 72
Thamir Jamil — 76
1H
Ala al-Saffar — 77
Alex Tajirian — 70
Ali Mudhaffar — 75
Amanj A-Qadir — 76
Amir Muhsin — 78
Amro Badawi — 87
Basil Shukur — 72
Constantin Spiros — 83
Dhia Munir — 72
Farid Faisal — 76
Faris A-Amir — 79
Faris Fatallah — 84
Faris Salim — 81
Ghassan Wadi — 73
Harith al-Dulaimi — 71
Kawa al-Khaffaf — 74
Laith Baqir — 79
Madhat Salih — 72
Muadh al-Duri — 81
Muayyad al-Chalabi — 84
Muhamad al-Rawi — 78
Muhannad al-Azawi — 81
Namir Shammas — 84
Noel Papazian — 85
Saad Habba — 80
Sami Tawfiq — 88
Shihab al-Shama — 84
Sudad Sadiq — 76







SODALITY OF OUR LADY
The socialists have continued their tradition of helping the
children of the workmen by regularly tutoring those in primary school
and by giving them a party just before the Christmas holidays.
The senior sodalists in their meetings have concentrated on the
prayer of the community, which is the liturgy; the sodality candidates
have concentrated on the prayer of each individual, which is medita-
tion. Both groups in membership and activity have made a special
effort to foster ecumenism. Because of the increased number of days
of recollection for the different classes, no special days of recollection
were held for the sodalists.
Third Row : (left to right) Riadh Jazrawi, Raad Yusufani, Suhail Khalil, Sabah Peter, Haitham Alios, Nazar Naum.
Second Row : Ara Ovanessof, Munthar Aris, Joseph Korkis, Munthar Lawrence, Hikmat George, Faris Ayoub.
First Row : Nazar Amso Nabil al-Tawil, Wadud A-Baqi, Fr. McCarthy, S.J., Raziq Rassam, Dimitri Vestarkis.
(Absent: Emil William).
For the past four years Fr. John L. Mahoney, S.J. has guided
the sodalists in their efforts to follow the Sodality Way of Life.
This year Frs. James McCarthy and Richard Stanley and Mr.
Michael Hutchins were appointed to continue this work.
The officers for this year were: Wadud A-Baqi, Prefect and
Raziq Rassam, Assistant Prefect and Treasurer.
Rear : (left to right) Faisal al-Bana, Majid Rassam, Saad Bunni, Munir Faraj, Farah Salti.
Front : Hazim Ishaq, Mr. Hutchins, Fr. Stanley, S.J., Khairi Michael, Salwan Maqsud.
APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
SACRED HEART LEAGUE - - KNIGHTS OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT
SACRED HEART LEAGUE
FOURTH AND FIFTH YEAR MEMBERS
In its decree "On the apostolate of the laity", the Second Vatican Council says:
"Among apostolic associations, those which promote a closer harmony between everyday
life of the members and their faith must be given primary consideration."
This the Apostleship of Prayer tries to do by teaching all to consecrate their daily lives to God
for the salvation of men through a faithful living of their daily offering of self. Thus in the words
of the Council in its "Constitution on the Church"...
"their works and prayers... their daily labor, their relaxations, even the hardships of life if
patiently born — all these become spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God."
The officers this year were : Jabir Adamo, Faris Shammas and Salim Daud in 5th ; Sarmad Kaka
and Raad Habib in 4th; Andre Hindu and Omid A-Rahim in 3rd; Jibrail Khamis and Salim Ishu
in 2nd.
Fr. John Owens taught us by word how to offer our lives to God, for as long as he could. Then











Fourth row : (left to right) Ali Abbud, A-Qadir Abbas, Araz Ziad, Abadi Abadi, Muhammad al-Rawi,
Salam al-Chalabi, Zaid Hadid.
Third row : Zaid al-Khudhairi, Ahmad Walid, Musa Bahiya, Mahmud al-Hashimi, Burhan Adil, Bahir
Umar Ali, Muhammad Bajalan.
Second row : Husain Abdullah, Muhammad Kadhim, Ali Ihsan, Maan Zakaria, Muhammad Qazzaz, Farid
Habib.
First row : Ali Barbuti, Nufal Nadhir, Ala Sharif, Bro. Foley, s.j., Falah Hasan, Wadhah al-Joudi, Mahmud
al-Zahawi.
Fourth row : (left to right) Salim Daud, Farid Shamun, Thamir Habib, Robert John, Gabriel al-Bajani.
Third row : Sami Hendow, Wasim Tappouni, Namir Shammas, Husam Yaqub, Faris Shammas, Yusuf
Hindu, Mukhlis Munir.
Second row : Munjid Shakir, Adil Butros, Sami Leyous, Mazin Kalian, Ohannes Dembekjian, Shamil George.









morning shift Faris Shammas











(left to right) Ali Ghalib, Umar al-Yaqubi, Khalid Abdulahad, Maan al-Gailani, Fr. O'halloran, s.j.
Sami Razzuk, Mazin Ismail, Clement Johnston.
BUSINESS STAFF
Rear: (left to right) Ihsan Kammuna, Clement Johnston, Maan al-Khudhairi, Saad Tawfiq, Ara Ovanessof, Raziq
Rassam, Adil Yusuf.
Front: Jaffar JafFar, Taha al-Shawwaf, Mudhar Shawkat, Fr. Paquet, S.J., Najib Anwar, Leo Sequeira.
MATHEMATICS
SOCIETY
Ninety seven hopeful contestants came to room S-28 on
December 6th after classes to compete in the math contest.
Zuhair Elia completed the 15 problems in the 30 minutes
allotted and won handily. The second prize went to Ali Ghalib.
and the winner of the third prize was Ali Abdullah. Salim
Daud got honorable mention. Some of the topics covered
during the weekly meetings were: inequalities, by Raad and
Said; imaginary numbers, by Haitham and Nazar; Topologv,
bv Hani and fractions, bv Riadh.
DEBATING SOCIETY
fy_»! |Wk 1^5^, f^k
The Debating Society of Baghdad College resumed
its meetings in October 1966.
Due to limitations of space, membership was re-
stricted to the senior class, Fifth High. Seventy-three
senior students attended the regular meetings, which
were held every other Wednesday afternoon.
At the first meeting, the Moderator, Fr. MacNeil,
explained the rules and procedure for debating.
The following were appointed as officers for the
Debating Society: President, Hatem Mukhlis; Vice-
President, Luay Zebouni; Secretary, Ismail Kanna; and
Recorders, George Ayoub and Saad Shakir. They all
performed their duties admirably.
The subjects for the debates proved to be very inter-
esting; and the many debaters were enthusiastically re-
ceived by the students and visiting members of the faculty.
One of the most provocative debates argued the fol-
lowing very pertinent proposition: "Fifth High examina-
tions at Baghdad College should be held according to the
Honor System."
Other very pleasant and stimulating debates were on
the following subjects: One International Language; the
relative merits of Agriculture and Engineering ; the Teach-
ing Profession compared to the Medical Profession; the
influence of Radio and Television ; and a comparison
between Country Life and City Life.
The crowning feature of the year will be a Prize
Debate.
MASS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
The Mass of the Holy Spirit was offered on
different days for each class on the occasion
of the opening of school.
VERY REV. JOHN V. O'CONNOR, S.J.,
Provincial of the New England Province of the Society of Jesus.






Standing: (left to right) Mr. Kramer, Saad Tawfiq, Burhan Adil, Khalid Abdulahad, Arsham Melconian, Abadi Abadi.
Kneeling : Arsham Baltaian, Muhannad Zakaria, Saad Sadiq, Varujan Khalil, Jan Roca, Gabriel al-Bajani.
Having only one returning member from last year's secondary team, the biggest problem facing
the 1966-67 team was the lack of experience. Despite this handicap, Muhannad, with his shooting,
defense and constant hustle, led the team to a commendable 4-4 record. He was ably assisted by Arsham,
who came along fast and was a constant threat, both offensively and defensively. Teamed with Arsham
at the other forward position was Saad Sadiq, who could always be counted on for a good game. Khalid
was a consistent scorer from the other guard position, and Jan held down the center spot in nice fashion,
despite taller opposition. Gaby came into his own later in the year and was a valuable outside scorer
for the remainder of the season. Burhan, also, eventually made his way up to the starting five, due
mainly to his tight defense.
After eliminating Jumhuriya in their first league game, Baghdad College suffered a disappointing
loss to Ibn Hayan and was finally eliminated by a strong Teachers College team, despite a very well
played game by the B.C. five. The late season games showed that great things are in store for next year's
team, and we anxiously look forward to it.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
Standing: (left to right) Hagop Manuel, Faiz Faraj, Andre Hindu, Yusuf Daud, Aladdin Burhan.
Kneeling: Muhammad Jassim, Faraj Daud, Vahe Kouyoumdjian, Jalal Daniel.
This year's Intermediate team was neither big nor scored many points, but neither a team's height
nor scores are a true indication of the team itself, and this is especially true of this year's team. In their
opening game the team looked somewhat lost trying to play a man-to-man defense they had never had
to play before and using an offense they had never seen. However, the final cup game saw a determined
and hardworking team fight all the way in a losing effort against a good and bigger team from Jafariya.
As the season progressed, team and individual improvement became more noticeable. Faiz Faraj
and Muhammad Jassim put in many important baskets to keep us in the cup games. Vahe proved to be
our biggest rebounder and blocked numerous shots on defense. Faraj, Aladdin and Jamal steadily im-
proved on defense, and their frequent interceptions helped set up many easy baskets. The offensive
and defensive play of Yusuf Daud provided the team with the leadership we needed in many of the
close games we played. Hagop's hard work and determination combined to make him the team's most
improved player.
The success of this year's team (a 4-2 record in the cup games) is a result of their hard work,
determination and fighting spirit. They are a team Baghdad College can be truly proud of.
FOOTBALL
Standing : (left to right) Mr. Fuccillo, Philip Dawisha, Iyad Rashad, Majid Shulji, Faris Ismail, Aladdin Burhan, Firas
Hamid, Mr. Walsh.
Seated: Ghazwan Sabri, Sabah Robin, Jamshid Armaghani, Adil Isa, Dhia al-Hariri, Kamiran George, Johnson
Yuhanna, Harith Balal.
Although the desire for victory was everpresent, the desire
to play good football was more important, and this incentive enabled
the team to keep pace with every opponent. At no time did the team
give up their goal of playing their best, and this accounts for the
consistently exciting football played this year.
Each player contributed to the success of the team; each en-
joyed his moments of glory. Some deserve special mention. Sabah,
our inside forward, although he never scored the most goals, made
most of the scoring possible by his fine playmaking. Jamshid, center
forward, followed up every opportunity for a goal. Ghazwan, on
defense, seldom failed to check his opponent, often leaving his
position to back up a team mate. Last, but not least, was center
halfback, Dhia, who always seemed to be at the center of play. His
spirit will not Be replaced easily.
We will miss our graduating seniors, but we have much reason





(left to right) Saad Tawfiq, Makram Kalian, Amir Michael,




Nabil Naum, George Ayoub, Salam al-Chalabi, Jamal Nasir,


























A GLIMPSE AT OUR WORLD
by
JAFFAR JAFFAR
The concentration is overpowering. Men,
oblivious to all else, keep their eyes glued to their
respective equipment. A voice booms "Ten,
nine, eight, ...".
The count-down is heard in the control room
as the immensely powerful rocket thunders into
life. The roar is heard miles away as the enormous
rocket thrusts its payload off the launching pad
and into the atmosphere.
At the tip of the rocket two human beings,
crammed into their capsule among highly sophis-
ticated equipment, experience the severe condi-
tions of their exciting mission.
On the ground, amid whirling cameras and
monitoring television apparatus, engineers and
spectators gaze at the thin trail of vapor that
indicates the position of the vanishing space
vehicle. Thousands of miles away the spacecraft
receives complicated data from computers in the
mission control center.
Millions of people around the world, where
the facilities exist, have the privilege of seeing
this infrequent spectacle, thanks to communi-
cation satellites that relay television broadcasts.
This is the space age ! Science in our space
generation has achieved a standard never dreamed
of before. The whole way of life has been revo-
lutionized. Human beings nowadays are exploit-
ing all their potential to achieve new scientific
heights.
In all fields of knowledge men are accomplish-
ing the nearly impossible. Surgery and engineer-
ing, for instance, are far more advanced now than
they were a short time ago. Surgeons today are
performing miracles compared to what they
could do a few centuries ago. Engineers are
tackling the most hazardous problems in their
field. Industry is booming, and enormous projects
are being carried out. Education is advancing
by leaps and bounds. More and more people are
attending schools because they realize that edu-
cation is the key to the universe.
The second half of the twentieth century is
witnessing new triumphs of scientific progress,
and it well deserves the title of the Golden Age
of our planet Earth. Surely, it is not too much
to hope that in the future we will go on unhin-
dered in our progress towards a world in which
the finest endeavors of mankind will flourish
throughout the rest of time.
CLOTHES DO NOT MAKE THE MAN
by
ALI GHALIB
They say that science has progressed because
man has never been satisfied with the mere
appearances of nature. He has always craved
to dig down into nature and to discover what
was behind or under the cover of what appeared
to his naked eye. He has probed into the complex
construction of elements and exposed their inte-
rior. He has dug into the bowels of the earth and
exploited its wealth. He has gone down into the
sea and challenged the masters of the deep. He
has plunged into the intricacies of the human
body to unravel its secrets. And now he has
hurled himself into space. Through all of these
efforts has run one theme. That theme has been
the unmasking of things and the understanding
of their essential nature.
However, man has not followed the same
leme with himself. He has done just the oppo-
site. He has tried more and more to screen his
true personality behind an expertly decorated
facade that serves often to conceal his vices or
his virtues. He has covered his body with special
material called clothing, and he has done his
best to disfigure his face to complete the total
mask. For all of this there has always been a
good reason, he says. He pleads the weather,
or the love of beauty, or the need to amend na-
ture's faults. Clothes have been made sufficiently
interesting to divert attention from the person
to the garment. The same people whose curiosity
would drive them to death as they explore the
secrets of nature would not hesitate to accept
man's new outward appearance as his true repre-
sentation. People accept these facades because
they also want to use them. It has become a
two-way deception.
Many people are misjudged because of the
clothes they wear. A contemptuous scoundrel is
honored by people when they are attracted and
duped by his clothing. The man of honor is held
in contempt when people judge from his outward
appearance and his clothing that he is a scoundrel.
To really see, we must use more than our
eyes. For the eye the deception of clothing has
been made. For the intellect searching for truth,
no deception is long possible. The way a man
behaves, the things a man does, the reactions
a man has — these are the true measure of his
personality. A real man does not act merely in
accordance with the personality suggested by his
clothes, unless he has made himself a slave to
them. A man acts according to his true character,
his faith and his understanding. A change there
will bring about a change in the man. Our opinion
of a person should be as constant as his stable
character. Our times require that our minds have
penetrating eyes, like the eyes we so proudly take
to our scientific work. What will we gain if we
conquer the secrets of the physical world and,
at the same time, destroy our understanding of
men by concentrating on their clothing. Clothes




I wasn't very surprised when the Assistant
Principal asked me to be a bus prefect. Why ?
Because I am the only student from the senior
class who stays in our bus until the last stop.
Without hesitation I accepted this assignment,
considering that by being a bus prefect, I wouldn't
be afraid of another prefect in my bus.
My assignment at that time had its effect
on my friends in the bus. Many rejoiced, think-
ing that at last they could do anything in the bus
without a guard standing behind them. Some
looked at me with envy because they desired to
be prefects themselves.
After a time I realized how great my respon-
sibility was. This responsibility doesn't begin
when the bus comes to my stop in the morning
or when the buses leave the school. It begins a
long time before that. It begins when I have to
wake up early in the morning, lest I miss the bus.
And I must not miss the bus, because something
might happen while I am absent.
This responsibility doesn't end when I get
off the bus at school or when I leave it near my
house. It ends when I graduate from the school,
for day and night I meditate on the problems
of the bus.
No one can imagine how heavy the respon-
sibility of the bus prefect is. When a quarrel
chances, I am forced to drag the disputants out
of the bus if they don't stop fighting. When I tell
someone to get off the bus, I have to expect
insults and abuse from him and from his friends.
And, when I hear these insults, I have to control
myself and not reply in similar fashion. When
a young lady passes by, I have to make sure that
no one changes his seat. When a student tries
to get off the bus at some stop other than his
own, I must convince him that it is forbidden.
When the bus passes a football field, I must turn
my head to see if anyone has become a noisy
sports critic. When my friends quarrel in the
'V^eS
bus, I must choose between their friendship and
my responsibility. And, when my neighbor is
noisy in the bus, I have to choose between his
family's friendship with mine and my account-
ability to the Assistant Principal.
In my opinion, the bus is a moving republic
with the prefect as its president. Those who sit
in the first row are ministers who give example
to the others. Nearly all the others are the good
people ; while those who sit in the very last rows
are the few noisy and troublesome citizens. In
the minds of these rebels and probably of some
of the others, I am a dictator who must be at
least annoyed, if not driven away.
Yet bus prefecting taught me to endure annoy-
ances, no matter how great they are. It gave me
an experience of leading other people. It taught
me to be faithful to my responsibility, no matter
how heavy it is. Last but not least, bus prefecting
has helped me make a man of myself.
A TOUR OF BAGHDAD
by
ABBAS AL-SHALJI
How would you entertain someone coming
to Baghdad for the first time ? He would be
staying for one week only, let us suppose.
Most people, when entertaining a foreigner,
are influenced by some ideas which compel
them to take their guest to the fashionable suburbs
to show him how well they are following the
latest styles. I would not do a thing of this sort.
I would try to communicate to him the real spirit
of this twelve-century old city, which has long
been enchanting people.
On the first day, I would escort him on a
tour of the bazaars. Each bazaar has its charac-
teristic scent and atmosphere. We would begin
with the Shorjah Suq, the nerve center of com-
mercial activity in Iraq, which smells of soap,
sweat and damp dust and where everything from
rice sacks to fireworks is sold. There he'd be
engulfed in the bustling stream of people, and
he'd lose himself in the mingling voices of strain-
ing porters, hoarsely shouting, "Away, away!",
and the soft voices of women, bargaining with
shopkeepers who employ the cleverest tactics
to coax the customer into purchasing their wares.
Then we would visit the copper craftsmen's
market where the visitor could buy a souvenir,
at a reasonable price, which he could show to
his friends at home and which would forever
remind him of the incessant clanking, banging
and hammering that yields some of the most
exquisite masterpieces of their kind in the world.
Next we would visit the Suq al-Herej, which
means the market of noise, where second-hand
goods are sold.
On the second day, we would visit the mosques
with their lofty minarets and domes, which are
the most outstanding feature of Islamic archi-
tecture. Listening to the melodious voices of
the religious men echoing in the spacious halls
and corridors, and beholding the dazzling bril-
liance of the chandeliers reflected by thousands
of small mirrors magnificently fitted together
like mosaics is a spectacle not to be forgotten.
On the third day, we would take a walk along
Rashid Street, which, though it has lost some
of its past grandeur, is still a sight worth seeing.
If we were tired of walking, we could retire to
an old gahwa (cafe) where we could watch old
men zealously engaged in a towli game. All the
while we could sip our tea (with or without sugar).
As for the rest of the week, we could visit
the archeological museum, the old weapons
museum or the remaining fragment of the city
wall. We could take trips to Babylon or Habba-
niya, and, last but not least, we could spend an
evening on the ancient Tigris and enjoy a dinner
or specially roasted fish called masguf, if my
pocket could stand its relatively extravagant
price.
INVADERS FROM OUTER SPACE
by
MAZIN ISMAIL
We all live in a happy, peaceful and quiet
world. Excluding the minor wars and crimes
that take place, this world is as peaceful as the
Garden of Eden, and as quiet and comfortable
as any person could wish it to be. But, will it
stay as it is ? Will we continue living on this
planet without being bothered by other crea-
tures from outer space who could interfere with
our lives and turn our happiness into misery
and our freedom into slavery and, what is worse,
try to destroy us in order to take possession of
what we own : this peaceful planet ?
After all, this is quite possible. We ourselves
have made much progress in the field of space
travel, by sending spacecraft to the moon and
to some planets, and succeeded in putting human
beings into orbit around the earth and keeping
them there for days before bringing them down
again, safe and intact. If we have done all that,
then, why should there not be other creatures
living on distant planets who might be more
advanced and well ahead of us in the field of
exploring space ? Is it not possible that such
creatures are studying every corner of Earth
with their devices, just as we are studying other
planets through our telescopes ? Is it not possible
that these creatures, whose presence we tend
to doubt, are searching for landing sites on
earth, as we are now searching for such sites
on the moon ? All these events are quite possible
or even probable.
Yet we should ask ourselves this question :
what would those creatures look like ? They
might be huge monsters with protruding eyes,
ugly faces and hideous bodies ; or, on the other
hand, they might be small creatures, the size
of a monkey or even smaller, with large ears or
wide mouths.
But, how would they reach our planet ?
Would they come in giant rockets, the size of
a skyscraper, or would they get here in huge
flying saucers, as wide as a city — flying saucers
that might soar above us at the speed of light
and reach the moon in a second or less ?
One day we might wake up to hear an an-
nouncer on the radio saying, "The invaders
have come! The conquerors are here!" We
would go out and see flying saucers resting here
and there, and from them would emerge strange
creatures such as we have never seen before
carrying strange instruments. We would gaze
at this scene and not believe our eyes. Then we
would realize that we had become slaves to these
strange creatures, obeying their orders with the
obedience of a child towards his parents.
This idea of becoming slaves, if invaded,
has built up a strong fear in the minds of many
people. It has tempted many scientists, and
astronomers in particular, to try to invent some
means of communication by which they could
contact creatures on distant planets and try to
explore their minds to create some mutual un-
derstanding which might prevent any act of
terrorism against this planet.
This fear of being invaded has driven many
people to think that the invaders are at the door-
step of their house or in their backyard. Yet
others have sworn that they have seen flying
saucers land near their houses or chase them on
roads. Some have even said that they have entered
these saucers and been questioned by strange
creatures and then released.
All these stories and fears contribute to one
fact, and that is that many people solemnly
believe that other creatures on other planets do
exist ! But, until these ideas are proven true,
there remains the question of who will conquer
space first, we or the so-called invaders ; who
will be the hunter and who the hunted ? To
answer all these questions and convert suspicions
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22 East 40th Street ^\
New York, N. Y. ^J
WE HAVE
THIRTY






Fire Bricks m ^k
Asbestos Products ^^ DIFFERENT
Building Materials ^^
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THE IRAQI DIESEL ENGINE CO.
Baghdad - Iraq
Tel. 94799
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TONIETTI HAS A FRAME TO FIT EVERY FACE
tTtmictti (Optical Ljonsc
Unsl)i& Street 333/1
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) LTD.
(Incorporated in England)
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
AGENTS FOR IRAQ: IRAQ CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES CO., W.L.L.




Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels, and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Sporting Gun Cartridges and Ammunition
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass, and Aluminium Alloys
Plastics, including "Perspex"
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
AGENTS FOR IRAQ, :
IRAQ CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES Co., w.L.L.
P. O. Box 2020 Saadoun Street
ALWIYAH
BAGHDAD
Telephones : 80604, 88643, 85961
125 AL-IRAQI
i*JUI
Walk a mile for "pERIDA"
AL-IRAQI 127
PEHNTING PR
58/177, Ras aI-Qarja BACHDAD
TeIep^one : 80787 CaIdIes : SaItoim - BAqhcUd
You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVERY CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES







It's easy to choose an airline once
you've got the word.
The word is experience.
More people fly with us than with
any other international airline.
And many of these travellers can't
tell you exactly why they choose
Pan Am, trip after trip after trip.
Yet they know instinctively that they
have done the right thing. It gives
them a good feeling when they plan
their trip. When they board their
Pan Am Jet Clipper (r). When they
enjoy splendid in-flight service and
superb cuisine by Maxim's of Paris.
When they fly serenely and quietly
at speeds that would have seemed
incredible when we began flying 38
years ago.
And this good feeling can be yours. ^^ mos{ experienced airline
Any time you choose to fly the very
best there is.
FIRST ON THE ATLANTIC
FIRST IN IATIN AMERICA
HOST ON THE PACIFIC










Telephones : Management : 93088
Stores : 81752
Cable Address : "KAWKABA"
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P.S.C.Eastern Distillery & Products Co.,
(Successor to J. D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)
No. IA/A Abu Nawas St., Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone :
Telegraphic Address : Office: 81569
«GARESCO» Baghdad Factory: 92304
AL-IRAQI








A complete line of electronic
equipment to fully automate all
your record keeping and report-
ing. That's what NCR gives you
in Total System Planning.
All NCR original entry equip-
ment - cash registers, adding and
accounting machines - can be
linked to an NCF- electronic com-
puter system. NCR goes all the
way.
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The National Cash Register Co.
(Iraq) W.L.L.
Khullani Square - Jamhuriya St.
P.O. Box 1027 - Baghdad
Tel. 89541
Branches in Basra - Mosul - Kirkuk
}zJL>~j j^JJ 4_j j JSj\ Cj^'Li J^L>- J-^"
L/^Ljj j jlihjl jwa^j Otjl i-lj 0>U^_JI
j NCR JLili i£j **& L. Ii» . (jT
i-UVI oLUII jl . iLLftl UiJ^JI rL~.
^J~\j -uJI L^Si NCR jLili Jl£i
oVL; v-^L. -L; y •*» o I Li- 1 L-yj
jLili . ojJ&IVl ^"^ NCR jLili





the comfort and speed of
the Superb VC 10
FOR INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS
CONSULT YOUR IATA TRAVEL AGENT OR
MfDDlE Em MMIHIS MRUBUN
In association with AIR FRANCE












Specialist in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for L. FORSTER & SABBAGH Co. and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well-known firms
Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932
l5
aJjSi ija£y i\^^> 2jjz~a — h\e- ij\£
J. M. KASHI
Specialists in Persian Carpets
and oriental art
THE OLDEST CARPET HOUSE IN IRAQ.
BATTAWEEN
SAADOON STREET BAGHDAD
I office 83984 Ar ^ A5 UJL1 ]
I
resd. 94172 \i\SX ^—il
J
MIDLAND ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO . LTD.
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
QUALITY M. E. M. ELECTRICALPRODUCTS
Represented by :
F. & A. T A W F 1 K YO N A N
BAGHDAD TEL.: 83141
134 AL- I RAQI
HOTEL KHAYAM
BAGHDAD
THE FINEST IN TOWN — AIR CONDITIONED THROUGHOUT
COURTEOUS SERVICE IN
BAR — TEAROOM — RESTAURANT
AND EUROPEAN CUISINE
ALL 60 ROOMS WITH BATHROOM
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CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD
AGFA OPTIMA REFLEX 24x36













AGFA SILETTE I 24x36
-,, - 'J. ,!) f,^-»
AGFA SELECTA 24x36
AGFA MOVECTOR G
AGFA COLOR CT 88 SP
136 AL-IRAQ.I
See surprising Amsterdam




they all have sights to see
by day and booming night-
life after dark. They all have
good shopping and superb
cuisine. So does Amster-
dam. Cheaper. Amsterdam
has everything you can
think of at prices lower
than just about anywhere
else. Amsterdam is ihe
noital of cool, green
KLM FLIES TO
AMSTERDAM EVERY :
MONDAY KL 502 THURSDAY KL 510
Baghdad dep. 09.30 Baghdad 00.30
j
Amsterdam arr. 15.45 Amsterdam 15.45
Holland. So of course it has
Dutch - clean hotel rooms
(10,000 of them), and 50
canals (more than \ enice).
Plus thoughtful accommo-
dations like round-the-
clock bar service. And a
million friendly Dutchmen.
KLM Offices in Iraq :
Baghdad : Sa adoun Street
(Corner Baghdad I Intel)
1'. I). Box 2012
Tel. o<5°Hl /5 I alter
office hours 31202.
.30208).
Basrah : Margil Civil Airport
Tel. 7201 (alter office
hours 4726 )
Kirkuk . N. Hindi & \. Haddad
Al Thawra Street.
Tel. 23.34.
Mosul : Alladin Travels
Jamhouriyuh Street.
Tel. 565 L
This year 1,800,000 people
will choose reliable KLM.
Wise travellers. Will you be one ?
ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES




FORGES DE LA PROVIDENCE
BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES— BELGIUM. Railway Rolling Stock.
Donsk Cement Central — DENMARK
White Cement — Cempexo
Gevaert-Agfa — BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Agfa - Gevaert - - GERMANY
Precision & Amateur Cameras
Carrers Limited — ENGLAND
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SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ, : UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. (W.L.L.)
ABU NAWAS STREET — BAGHDAD
You enjoy all the goodness of a gallon
of whole milk in every pound of
KRAFT CHEESE
AUSTRALIA'S FINEST PROCESSED CHEESE
Kraft Cheese is made under the most hygienic conditions from
creamy, dairy-fresh milk It takes
one gallon of whole milk to make every pound of Kraft Cheese
- that is why it is the ideal food
for health, strength and energy.




l2oz. blue can — for the whole family
Kraft Cheese can be used in so many different and exciting
ways — sandwiches, salads, grilling and cooking. You can
always rely on Kraft quality, so insist on Kraft Cheese
—
obtainable everywhere in the familiar blue can
V //Sjk-W





JAMES BUCHANAN & CO LTD







J. P. BAHOSHY & CO. W. L. L.
BAHOSHY BUILDING, SINAK
South Gate, Baghdad Telephone Nos. 8161 / 85135 / 85 1 36
REPRESENTING
Henry Simon Ltd., Stockport
Simon Barron Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd., Leeds
S. A. M. I. C, Malines
Myford Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Beeston, Nottingham
Mulcott Beling Co., Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Norton Grinding Wheel Co., Ltd.,
Welwyn Garden City
E. Pass & Co., Ltd., London
Rheinstahl Huttenwerke -
Gelsenkirchen A. G.
V. A. G., Mannheim
Morrison Marshall Ltd., London
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd.,
Birmingham
Edgar Allen Co., Ltd., Sheffield
The British Tap & Die Co., Ltd.
The International Twist Drill Co.,
Eduard Wille
Ltd.
Flour Mills, Grain Silos & Equipment
Flour Millstones, Feed Mills
Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick-making Machinery & Complete
Factories
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Car-
penters' Machinery
Machine Belting
Pipe-screwing Machinery & Screwing
Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machines
& Accessories
Cast Iron Pipes & Specials, Ductile
Pipes & Pig Iron
Valves, Hydrants, etc.
Mitchell Lathes & Machine Tools
Hardware & Assorted Hand Tools
Lathe Bits & Twist Drills
Stocks & Dies






















MEMBER OF VOLVO GROUP
Distributors in Iraq:
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CO. W.L.L.











Microscopes of the most modern design
for all investigation in transmitted, incident,
and polarized light.
Our technical staff is at your service
to recommend the most suitable
LEITZ microscope and other optical
equipment for the work you intend
to do.
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
LEON KOUYOUMDJIAN & Co.
FIXIT HOUSE, SAADOON ST., BAGHDAD
I KOM ATIC
The simplest way to get good photos is surprisingly
inexpensive : IKOMATIC F and IKOMATIC A.
Simply load a Kodapak cassette and start shooting.
Radiantly bright finder, double-exposure lock and
rapid wind.
IKOMATIC F (illus.) with built-in flash unit.
IKOMATIC A with automatic exposure control by
built-in exposure meter (photoelectric).
VITO CLR
The VITO CD has in addition an exposure meter with
exposure-value indicator. The VITO CL offers even
more: a four-element Voigtlander lens of international
class . . . and a coupled exposure meter with pre-set
shutter. In other words, here you set the correct ex-
posure more easily, more rapidly -and are correspond-
ingly "quicker on the trigger" with the camera.
If you require even more convenience in operation:
the VITO CLR is the peak model. In point of optical
and technical equipment this camera corresponds to
the VITO CL . . . but it also has a coupled rangefinder.
Sole agents in Iraq: UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. CO. (W.L.L.)







WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ, Phones Nos. 81251-84253-87751
ATHENS - KIRKUK
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" Branches . , BASRAR _ MQSUL
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation - "ORIENTOURS"
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :
The United States Lines - Trans - World Airlines - The Adriatica Lines
S *
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
Rashid St. (Khasaqi Mosque Square) BAGHDAD — Tel. 83141
ELECTRICAL MATERIALS





















FOR THE LATEST IN
TECHNICAL BOOKS




head and shoulders above the rest
The BOAC VC10 flies head and shoulders above the rest.
Business or pleasure, you can't fly higher than that. It's a wow
of an aircraft you fly in. It's the most powerful, the most advanced
jetliner of today.
For Information & Bookings, consult your local Travel Agent, or BOAC General Sales Agents
in IRAQ, Bahjat Hassan Travel Co. W. L. L.
Baghdad : Skender Stephan Bldg., Sadoon Street, Tel. 86446 - 83346 - 83284.
Basra : Basra Airport, Tel : 7286 - 7385 - Victory Street, Ashar., Tel : 3214 - 3849 -
Azizieh Street, Ashar, Tel : 3025.
Kirkuk : Atlas Street, Tel: 2805.
BOAC TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU
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HALATAH BROTHERS (ENgiNEERiNq) Lrd







THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD. LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors
F. & A. TAWFIK vo.vw
BAGHDAD Tel. 83141
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1967
FROM
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THE IRAQI DIESEL ENGINE CO.
Baghdad — Iraq
Tel. 94799
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AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE COMPANY
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r^'J-^'
jL.j_j jl£. JT J ^T 1UJI Jp k-yJI JJii jl
/.U iJliilj Jj^l Ajl^k*- ^yJl ojUbLl jyj\ |jb
<rl_j fcLiL-Ll Js*>\j (J i>j*-*j <Lol i-JlP sj^X; ^jyj**)}\
Lj-iiSv» Js>Llu*lj (**kol y JaJ ,_$ Ov *• J' 4j l_U U j*»^Lxjl
J/b/l JjjLl 1^31, ^LLUJl lej v_Ja!!, iiJLiJl CJlS^
C^UJI flJu. Jl \j*[J>\£ ilJiNl .—yd" I tLJUJl^ >r
• ' ' s
jyul ~>- Ljj_j| J s-L»J>^ i^-UilL* C-liy ^iSJI ^^^Jl
-U^jj Oliliilj j^^j >—>l >-l pjlp If-- jy r—^ /ul N
sjL^jlj i»«Jli[j Lilyvi-I J_yb>- ,J 7\_S' Lai J> jlSj




UlSwl Li; <Ljj_}VI oU»U-l ijy«Jl isUcil oL>oj
4_^J_il JJ-lj OjlaJl L^ Nj ^y<J' JUJb e-LJUJI yLy
yjku J L^i* ey jlT ^^L-^/l lUil jl . ApL^aJlj
. c^-ijJl Jy
1
! jLu-lj Jai>- J_j ilUJI SjUaJ-l
X*£
i ^ ^A-iJI \*j*a£- J O^ i^yil ojLaJ-l jl Li
ijyJl isUtll jl Li; . -ip cJliil^ <wUl jul< ^i jjy
ijLy^Jjj iJL^pMl Oliliiil j* .k_L>- ^,p ojLp ^» Ul












tLw iu-B ^9- i-oUl ipUl ^ £^-^1 J f^ ^ ^ ^b-^ O^i) \\\S Jl~u Jl m*\ J/Vl
Jp- ij^J^I iiJJI ^^^ J 4-Lp ^r-_5j-i J 1 AJUi^lj ^.J^ 3)?) i«UI i* J Ol^Lst j^ij 8j_jO)l o-U r-lfl* jl
. <L>o_^»Jl jrijlc^b iJ>~^l fUaJI
>j~k]l jUL- Ofijj . >*i/ 1 Sjl.il> iol-lp^lj il».-jjT\l _»jljil /^ L"j-Uj i--)-l« jjju jlj- it-- »Uailj Sjj-lJI s-Ia (J k_jj-Lj_j




4jal5 5 y±£- j Jo Jjl
tjljjll -LP C^~-L« J II
Ljl_^>- pyli^ps* wV _J1
Alll <L>J-j Aj -L—JI


















j(j»lwl aLio ~-L* j^SjJI
Jp -Lv£ (^'D jj^jJI
^_^si -u^-l jJj j II
ijL5-*ai i^iLil y e-L~JI
jby^l; dUU^j; jlJI
Tt^ijl ill I JLP v_j^1j>j J—J
I
^u^Lil ill I -LP <-A."ji -L... J I
jllaJl ju*. ^U-l Jp jlJI
4-^j l^y 0\jf" .L..J1
(
^4v?bil (Cj Ip J—Jl
jL^i ^1^ J-^^ -U-Iidl jl**]I

















}y±£- )-[*& x*jz j^SjJI
-*»y . lp -L*-^ -L—'i
JjJ.1 oAl^l -ij^ jj^Ojl
.il-b- -AJ^I ij-w£ J Jl
(JWI yi*>- i_^«-si JL-Jl
^wiL^Jl ^ill JLp jj^Jll
p^j j_yi*Jl JLp -L_
J
JLJI j^L j^liJl j_p tljiJ




yi OJU («1^3l -LP -L-J
A^ < jXJl -LP -L_J
ij^ fy^ -LP jjXSjJ
^LaJl ^-lfr» ^LkJJI JLp jj^JJ
^Jj-J-I ^LkJJl JLP Jv-J




ijT Jll -LP JL-J
i_jUaiJl JL>iil _Lp jj^-ll
^^Jip^l j^il Jup _lJ
J^L^JI ^jUjJI j_p j_J
JuJj>- i_jUjJI Jlp j^S-O
^Li » jL*._^JI J-p -L_J
jl>y« >—jU^II -LP -L_J
jlT-UT Jp -Uj* -LP -L-J
/•UiiJI iS^j^f- -L~J
^IjjJI ^.U- oLi-u- -L_J
(_jyjj Jj^p -L—
J
cbkjjl J^f- Ike- -L_J









^jLJI (jjjU 1L- JUjI
jLL jjjjl _u~- _uJI









i^* ijj~- U- r- w? JU—J I
aS J-Us -uJI
jLL ys.Lt _uJl
i^xi-l y1*^ jy4^' -Lp -uJI
c£j_jj jj.-^/r jU-l -Up .uJI
(^jljJI c£-U*^ j Li- 1 -Up -UJI
J,*>U>I juJ-I jup jj£jS\
e£jl*j!l j^-yl -LP jj^Jl
jjjaJI jup juJI -Up juJI
<u>v« ^J-U? jjyJI a~p juJI
yr? u"J*i JJ&^
u" Li "—^«* juJI
4-iUJ ^L^j -uJI
J-U& LaaJ -U~J1
-<aLtf lA*' <^"L>- -UJI






(_£-Ujl jV-Ul *»U^>- -UJI
<U>-JJ /. 5- -Ujl
.il-UM JU»j- jju*^- -UJI
(»L^j r^~ JuJI
c£-u«- jyb jUL- jjb J—Jl
JsLJl dill jup ijb -uJI
^-xT 4j)l (jjj JU-~JI
-JVi cJbUJ juJI
jjio jjjk U I juJ I
f-Ltil -Uo-I -uJI
Jl>JI j&*2r >X*>-I jjxSjJI
I ~^»li -Uv?-I JuJI
aL-j jj.il J II




jLI .o jjUjI juJI
Jits' JU«J-I -Up eL-l a-UJI
JUL i>- i >«pI jjcSJI
JJail J_J-I -Up •jS'I juJI
jLJi jJl jj^ail
4*«^- --U)' JL J l
-»oj J (L^l -U—Jl





Jj-y -U^ Jj^-j JuJI j!>L^Jl JjJI jUj) juJI
i^y'P JJ"'* 3 Lij JuJI
'-^Jr' Jc^^J jj^j Jl
L> O j « 1 -U~JI
y. -irfjj
Ll.^ll JU*-- a-LalJ aJ_JI















JUI ~>)\ -Lp -L-J
(_JjU> ^^iJI -Up -L_J
i-i-yj -L-£ jjU]l -Lp j_j^jJ'
^j-UI >, -aJail I -LP j_j5oJ'
Ol^l Jjl -LP JL-J 1
4-?- jl^j _l~J 1
JI.UI vi^yi i^JSjl
ijjiJ-\ }\ -u^£ -lJI
i, ajl ^iJl -Up -L-£ -L—Jl
-*»Lp j^a j-LJ« -L-J I
JJi»> k-jjjlj -L-JI
J*>L£)I Jp jlJI ^\j\ jlJI
^-l*]I J-L? juj-I jlJI
jl^ki . *j jOjT jj^oJI
Ouj-C3v^l ^^-*^j' -L-JI
Ls>j j-Sp- Lp^I -L—JI
^_^Li p^l jlJI
.ij*-i£ TtjJl Ap Li Li jl-JI
<.
—
>y 1 jwl -L-J I
f-LjJl e£^>- jj^JiJI




^iir ju* Ud jlJI
(
ij il i—*)j -A—J
I
-jUJI -Lp 5j JL-J I
Ji^r 1 f!&> J,a* *^ aJJ? ^ - oUM^I ul^lj j-.JwsUl^
^1V ^U) flJLa ^U fj^A* ti 1^L» j* £> Jl 5JL«Jl *r'Ucj























=-y>- -u-Nl -UP JL-JI
l£JL-j«ll jlj jijl* JL-JI
M a—S
—








*« > J_»j£ JL-JI





JL-i, Jw_£ <_^--lj JuJI
_^>—us- i—jyi^j J II
^a*-jjl J Li> t_dj jj>- i—'ill
^-j—jJi j>-^ ^-^jy^ — J^
L^i—tul LjjJi L» c_dj jj>- i—j ill
^f-j**^
j^JUjl ^...^...-^ _/^M
^jJ Jj&> jj-^-p- t-»Nl
l/-^ 1 oOj' L/~*er ^










a * m *
mv/mi zLj
u-fJ ^_^_Jl Jj^ Oy? *J*\
^)\ 0,1*. J-y~^ Cj.£ ^.Jyr ^i\
jjjdi i/^-i" lT^ -^Jj 1* ^i\
jjJlil 0,1*. ^£-*—oJi jdo ^J ^n\
iilajl jjjjJ y-dl jjU.
^J-y~& Jy ^-Jj^ p\
i£,-U«ajl O^4 ' ^^-Ji J-T ^W ^i
<UlSU. 1 \P Jjj*** >- *—JJ 1 C—U) C_dj J 4^~ ^i





J)jJJw2jl 0>*' Ojl*. Jb-^l Xs- JJ^U jlJI




i—d— *j J JP j-L\"
kj^j -*~"J x**




*Ua3 I .fl.uy -Lt~"
1 L- ^_^ iSj^
ylj (_jjUI -Lp ilp
JUll jiUII A* J^aj
j^U-L J) I -LP _l«-£
^SsJU ijVJJ 7-W3
!jJ^J-\ y_j&\ -Lp ijj**? b\jy-
ojlS^i ijyi -LP JLf
I
oLuUts ^)jj>^ L/"^'
ynt>- }\y>- Xo^ jv&r
(Jli^jl -L»j£ , LA..r
J*A; JLuJ-l -LP ^JjU-












sljj-l o>~^ ^J^ jp











^r-^ JJJJ tT-J 1*
lS
_j 4Jii (jjj JtT
i^L" _»dl xs- -U-£
oij£ ^-jp -U-£
^y. ->_>-*' ^y.u



















« jLS^ 4J -j jS*j> otijf- il-liu ids' (J UL-^ai ^1 Ol_^v~JI __^p
oLj-JJ (jLiJ-l ^*il M*aJI J^J fM&l; LUp JiJ c«&l J^S} iJj-LaS}
l_/W»_J l*^w>J 4jJLj- (_£-U^- /r^ • jj-i*2^ JJ .j*1 ' (_5 *JJ?*2 LaJ^a IJLi-a
.Ji>JI u
. UjLTl Jp £>- ^j ^^1

mv
-^ a: v > >
*€
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